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Abstract

This document specifies a map-assisted SFC proxy. The SFC proxy uses the LISP Mapping System to store the NSH header indexed by 5-tuple, before decapsulating and forwarding the packet to the legacy function. After the function has processed the packet, the SFC proxy retrieves the NSH header from the Mapping System to SFC encapsulate it.
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The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
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The Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) [RFC6830] is an overlay protocol that creates two namespaces: EIDs (End-point IDentifiers) and RLOCs (Routing LOCators). The LISP Mapping System stores the mappings between both namespaces, LISP provides a standard way for its data-plane elements, called xTRs, to store and retrieve mappings from the Mapping System to make forwarding decisions: Map-Request, Map-Request and Map-Reply. Finally, LISP also offers a flexible syntax for both EIDs and RLOCs by means of LCAFs [I-D.ietf-lisp-lcaf] to define what is an EID and what is an RLOC.

With such architecture in place, the LISP control-plane represents a programmable protocol. The Mapping System is a logically centralized database that stores network state, which is retrieved by data-plane nodes in a standard way to make decisions. Any external control plane can program the LISP Mapping System while any data-plane node can be map-assisted.

This document specifies a map-assisted SFC proxy [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]. An SFC acts on behalf the SFC unaware functions on the SFC domain. Basically the SFC Proxy removes the SFC encapsulation, forwards the packet to the SFC unaware function, receives back the packets and reapplies an SFC encapsulation. Specifically this document specifies how to map-assist the encapsulation operation by means of the LISP control-plane.

In short, the SFC Proxy before decapsulating the packet stores (Map-Registers) the NSH header (including Context Headers) [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] in the LISP Mapping System indexed by the 5-tuple of the packet {5-tuple->NSH}. After the SFC unaware function has processed the packet, the proxy retrieves (Map-Requests based on the 5-tuple of the packet) the NSH+Context headers to SFC encapsulate the packet.

This has two main benefits; first the SFC proxy is stateless and connectionless. Second, in some cases the legacy function may change the headers of the original packet, the SFC control plane can change the stored mapping {5-tuple->NSH} in the Mapping System accordingly and allow for fast reclassification by the proxy.

2. Overview

2.1. Flow example

This section shows a flow example of map-assisted SFC Proxy processing:

```
+------------+     +------------+
|LISP Mapping|     |SFC Control |
```
1. An SFC proxy receives an SFC encapsulated packet as defined in the SFC architecture [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

2. The SFC proxy Map-Registers the SFC encapsulation in the LISP Mapping System (figure 1), this includes the entire NSH header: Base Header, Service Header and Context Headers. The NSH header is indexed by the 5-tuple of the payload. Both the 5-tuple and the NSH header are encoded using two different LISP LCAFs, further details can be found in Section 3.

3. The SFC proxy forwards the packet to the SFC unaware function as specified in the SFC architecture [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

4. The SFC unaware function processes the packet and sends it back to the SFC proxy.

5. Upon reception of the processed packet, the SFC proxy must SFC encapsulate the packet. For this it retrieves the NSH header from the LISP Mapping System using a Map-Request indexed by the 5-tuple of the received packet (figure 2). Once the packet is SFC encapsulated, the SFC proxy forwards it as defined in the SFC architecture [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

2.2. Benefits of Map-Assisted SFC Proxies

The Map-Assisted encapsulation described in step 5 of the previous section brings the following benefits to the SFC architecture:

- The map-assisted SFC proxy is connectionless and stateless, as such it does not need to store state to forward packets from/to SFC unaware functions. Since the required state is stored in the
Mapping System, any other SFC proxy can receive the processed packets and SFC encapsulate them.

- In some scenarios the legacy functions may change the packet header and hence, the SFC proxy must re-classify it. With map-assisted SFC proxies, the SFC control-plane can change the stored state on the Mapping System to accordingly and allow map-assisted stateless reclassification by the SFC-Proxy. This is illustrated in the figure 2 by the "Reclassification" arrow. How the SFC control plane updates information on the LISP Mapping system is out of the scope of this document. In any case, please note that the SFC proxy still operates as described in this document and remains unaware of the reclassification.

3. Encoding of 5-tuple and NSH in LISP messages

This section describes the LCAFs used to encode both the 5-tuple and NSH header (Base, Service Path and Context Headers). The 5-tuple index is encoded in a LISP record as an EID while the NSH header as an RLOC.

3.1. Encoding of 5-tuple Index

The Multiple-tuple EID [I-D.rodrigueznatal-lisp-multi-tuple-eid] is used to encode the 5-tuple EID that indexes the NSH header, specifically using the "Exact Match" mode and EID mask-ken set to 0.

3.2. Encoding of NSH Header

The NSH header (Base Header, Service Path Header and Context Headers) [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] is encoded using the JSON Data Model Type LCAF as defined in [I-D.ietf-lisp-lcaf]. The header is encoded in binary format using BSON [BSON] as a single binary field (subtype "Generic binary subtype"):

```plaintext
document ::= int32 binary \\x00
```

A LISP record only transports a single NSH header and all the "Loc" fields are ignored except "Loc-AFI" and "Locator".

4. SFC Proxy Processing

This section specifies the behavior of a map-assisted SFC Proxy, the proxy acts as specified in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] with the following exceptions.

Inbound: For traffic received from the SFF and before removing the SFC encapsulation, the proxy Map-Registers the NSH header (Base, Service and Context) using the 5-tuple and JSON LCAFs defined in Section 3, the 5-tuple is applied to the original payload. After this the SFC Proxy acts as specified in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

Outbound: For returning traffic from the legacy SF, the SFC Proxy Map-Requests using a 5-tuple lookup LCAF and receives back the entire NSH header encoded using the JSON LCAF. The proxy applies the NSH encapsulation, decrements the Service Index and forwards the traffic as specified in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

In addition to this please note the following:

- In some scenarios the SFC Control Plane may have changed the {5-tuple->NSH} mapping to account for changes made by the legacy SF to the payload.

- The LISP Mapping System can identify the registering and requesting SFC Proxy using the RLOC of the Map-Register and Map-Request message respectively. This is useful when the inbound and
outbound SFC Proxies are different.

- This document assumes that the payload is IP (IPv4 or IPv6) and a transport header (TCP or UDP). Further revisions of this document will consider other payloads.

5. Security Considerations

The map-assisted SFC Proxy does not introduce additional security considerations beyond the ones described in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and [I-D.ietf-lisp-threats].

6. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.
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Abstract

Hierarchical Service Function Chaining (hSFC) is a network architecture allowing an organization to compartmentalize a large-scale network into multiple domains of administration.

The goals of hSFC are to make a large-scale network easier to reason about, simpler to control and to support independent functional groups within large operators.
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1. Introduction

Service Function Chaining (SFC) is a technique for prescribing differentiated traffic forwarding policies within the SFC domain. SFC is described in detail in the SFC architecture document [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture], and is not repeated here.

In this document we consider the difficult problem of implementing SFC across a large, geographically dispersed network comprised of millions of hosts and thousands of network forwarding elements, involving multiple operational teams (with varying functional responsibilities). We expect asymmetrical routing is inherent in the
network, while recognizing that some Service Functions (SFs) require bidirectional traffic for transport-layer sessions (e.g., NATs, firewalls). We assume that some paths need to be selected on the basis of application-specific data visible to the network, with transport-layer coordinate (typically, 5-tuple) stickiness to specific Service Function instances.

Note: in this document, the notion of the "path" of a packet is the series of SF instances traversed by a packet. The means of delivering packets between SFs (the forwarding mechanisms of the underlay network) is not relevant to the current discussion.

Difficult problems are often made easier by decomposing them in a hierarchical (nested) manner. So instead of considering an omniscient SFC Control Plane that can manage (create, withdraw, supervise, etc.) complete paths from one end of the network to the other, we decompose the network into smaller sub-domains. Each sub-domain may support a subset of the network applications or a subset of the users. The criteria for determining decomposition into SFC-enabled sub-domains are beyond the scope of this document.

Note that decomposing a network into multiple SFC-enabled domains should permit end-to-end visibility of Service Functions and Service Function Paths. Decomposition should also be implemented with special care to ease monitoring and troubleshooting of the network as a whole.

An example of simplifying a network by using multiple SF domains is further discussed in [I-D.ietf-sfc-dc-use-cases].

We assume the SF technology uses NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] or a similar labeling mechanism.

The "domains" discussed in this document are assumed to be under control of a single organization, such that there is a strong trust relationship between the domains. The intention of creating multiple domains is to improve the ability to operate a network. It is outside of the scope of the document to consider domains operated by different organizations.

1.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
2. Hierarchical Service Function Chaining (hSFC)

A hierarchy has multiple levels. The top-most level encompasses the entire network domain to be managed, and lower levels encompass portions of the network.

2.1. Top Level

Considering the example in Figure 1, a top-level network domain includes SFC components distributed over a wide area, including:

- classifiers (CFs),
- Service Function Forwarders (SFFs) and
- sub-domains.

For the sake of clarity, components of the underlay network are not shown; an underlay network is assumed to provide connectivity between SFC components.

Top-level service function paths carry packets from classifiers through a series of SFFs and sub-domains, with the operations within sub-domains being opaque to the higher levels.

We expect the system to include a top-level control-plane having responsibility for configuring forwarding and classification. The top-level Service Chaining control-plane manages end-to-end service chains and associated service function paths from network edge points to sub-domains and configuring top-level classifiers at a coarse level (e.g., based on source or destination host) to forward traffic along paths that will transit appropriate sub-domains. The figure shows one possible service chain passing from edge, through two sub-domains, to network egress. The top-level control plane does NOT configure classification or forwarding within the sub-domains.

At this network-wide level, the number of SFPs required is a linear function of the number of ways in which a packet is required to traverse different sub-domains and egress the network. Note that the various paths which may be taken within a sub-domain are not represented by distinct network-wide SFPs; specific policies at the ingress nodes of each sub-domain bind flows to sub-domain paths.

Packets are classified at the edge of the network to select the paths by which sub-domains are to be traversed. At the ingress of each sub-domain, paths are reclassified to select the paths by which SFs in the sub-domain are to be traversed. At the egress of each sub-domain, packets are returned to the top-level paths. Contrast this...
with an approach requiring the top-level classifier to select paths to specify all of the SFs in each sub-domain.

It should be assumed that some service functions in the network require bidirectional symmetry of paths (see more in Section 4). Therefore the classifiers at the top level must be configured with policies ensuring server-to-client packets take the reverse path of client-to-server packet through sub-domains. (Recall the "path" denotes the series of service functions; the precise physical network path within the underlay network is not relevant here.)

One path is shown from edge classifier to SFF1 to Sub-domain#1 (residing in data-center1) to SFF1 to SFF2 (residing in data-center 2) to Sub-domain#2 to SFF2 to network egress.

Figure 1: Network-wide view of Top Level of Hierarchy

2.2. Lower Levels

Each of the sub-domains in Figure 1 is an SFC domain.

Unlike the top level, however, data packets entering the sub-domain are already encapsulated within SFC transport. Figure 2 shows a sub-domain interfaced with a higher-level domain by means of an Internal Boundary Node (IBN). It is the purpose of the IBN to remove packets from the SFC encapsulation, apply Classification rules, and direct
the packets to the selected local service function paths terminating at an egress IBN. The egress SFC Domain Gateway finally restores packets to the original SFC transport and hands them off to SFFs.

Each sub-domain intersects a subset of the total paths that are possible in the higher-level domain. An IBN is concerned with higher-level paths, but only those traversing the sub-domain. A top-level controller may configure the IBN as an SF (the IBN plays the SF role in the top-level domain).

We expect each sub-domain to have a control-plane that can operate independently of the top-level control-plane. The sub-domain control-plane configures the classification and forwarding rules in the sub-domain. The classification rules reside in the IBN, where packets are moved from SFC encapsulation of the top-level domain to and from SFC encapsulation of the lower-level domain.

Figure 2: Sub-domain within a higher-level domain

If desired, the pattern can be applied recursively. For example, SF#1.1 in Figure 2 could be a sub-domain of the sub-domain.
3. Internal Boundary Node (IBN)

A network element termed "Internal Boundary Node" (IBN) bridges packets between domains. It looks like an SF to the higher level, and looks like a classifier and end-of-chain to the lower level.

To achieve the benefits of hierarchy, the IBN should be applying more granular traffic classification rules at the lower level than the traffic passed to it. This means that the number of SF Paths within the lower level is greater than the number of SF Paths arriving to the IBN.

The IBN is also the termination of lower-level SF paths. This is because the packets exiting lower-level SF paths must be returned to the higher-level SF paths and forwarded to the next hop in the higher-level domain.

3.1. IBN Path Configuration

An operator of a lower-level SF Domain may be aware of which high-level paths transit their domain, or they may wish to accept any paths.

When packets enter the sub-domain, the Path Identifier and Path Index are re-marked according to the path selected by the classifier.

After exiting a path in the sub-domain, packets can be restored to an upper-level SF path by these methods:

1. Stateful per flow,
2. Pushing path identifier into metadata,
3. Using unique lower-level paths per upper-level path.

3.1.1. Flow-Stateful IBN

An IBN can be flow-aware, returning packets to the correct higher-level SF path on the basis of the transport-layer coordinates (typically, a 5-tuple) of packets exiting the lower-level SF paths.

When packets are received by the IBN on a higher-level path, the encapsulated packets are parsed for IP and transport-layer (TCP, UDP...) coordinates. State is created, indexed by these coordinates (a 5-tuple of {source-IP, destination-IP, source-port, destination-port and transport protocol} in a typical case). The state contains critical fields of the encapsulating SFC header (or perhaps the entire header).
The simplest approach has the packets return to the same IBN at the end of the chain that classified the packet at the start of the chain. This is because the required transport-coordinates state is rapidly changing and most efficiently kept locally. If the packet is returned to a different IBN for egress, transport-coordinates state must be synchronized between the IBNs.

When a packet returns to the IBN at the end of a chain, the SFC header is removed, the packet is parsed for IP and transport-layer coordinates, and state is retrieved from them. The state contains the information required to forward the packet within the higher-level service chain.

State cannot be created by packets arriving from the lower-level chain; when state cannot be found for such packets, they MUST be dropped.

This stateful approach is limited to use with SFs that retain the transport coordinates of the packet. This approach cannot be used with SFs that modify those coordinates (e.g., as done by a NAT) or otherwise create packets for new coordinates other than those received (e.g., as an HTTP cache might do to retrieve content on behalf of the original flow). In both cases, the fundamental problem is the inability to forward packets when state cannot be found for the packet transport-layer coordinates.

In the stateful approach, there are issues caused by the state, such as how long the state should be maintained (it MUST time out eventually), as well as whether the state needs to be replicated to other devices to create a highly available network.

It is valid to consider the state disposable after failure, since it can be re-created by each new packet arriving from the higher-level domain. For example, if an IBN loses all flow state, the state is re-created by an end-point retransmitting a TCP packet.

If an SFC domain handles multiple network regions (e.g., multiple private networks), the coordinates may be augmented with additional parameters, perhaps using some metadata to identify the network region.

In this stateful approach, it is not necessary for the sub-domain’s control-plane to modify paths when higher-level paths are changed. The complexity of the higher-level domain does not cause complexity in the lower-level domain.
3.1.2. Encoding Upper-Level Paths in Metadata

An IBN can push the upper-level service path identifier (SPI) and service index (SI) (or encoding thereof) into a metadata field of the lower-level encapsulation (e.g., placing upper-level path information into a metadata field of NSH). When packets exit the lower-level path, the upper-level SPI and SI can be restored from the metadata retrieved from the packet.

This approach requires the SFs in the path to be capable of forwarding the metadata and appropriately attaching metadata to any packets injected for a flow.

Using new metadata may inflate packet size when variable-length metadata (type 2 from NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]) is used.

It is conceivable that the MD-type 1 Mandatory Context Header fields of NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] are not all relevant to the lower-level domain. In this case, one of the metadata slots of the Mandatory Context Header could be repurposed within the lower-level domain, and restored when leaving.

In this metadata approach, it is not necessary for the sub-domain’s controller to modify paths when higher-level paths are changed. The complexity of the higher-level domain does not cause complexity in the lower-level domain.

3.1.3. Using Unique Paths per Upper-Level Path

In this approach, paths within the sub-domain are constrained so that a path identifier (of the sub-domain) unambiguously indicates the egress path (of the upper domain). This allows the original path information to be restored at sub-domain egress from a look-up table using the sub-domain path identifier.

Whenever the upper-level domain provisions a path via the lower-level domain, the lower-level domain controller must provision corresponding paths to traverse the lower-level domain.

A down-side of this approach is that the number of paths in the lower-level domain is multiplied by the number of paths in the higher-level domain that traverse the lower-level domain. I.e., a sub-path must be created for each combination of upper Path identifier and lower path.
3.2. Gluing Levels Together

The path identifier or metadata on a packet received by the IBN may be used as input to reclassification and path selection within the lower-level domain.

In some cases the meanings of the various path IDs and metadata must be coordinated between domains.

One approach is to use well-known identifier values in metadata, communicated by some organizational registry.

Another approach is to use well-known labels for path identifiers or metadata, as an indirection to the actual identifiers. The actual identifiers can be assigned by control-plane systems. For example, a sub-domain classifier could have a policy, "if pathID=classA then chain packet to path 1234"; the higher-level controller would be expected to configure the concrete higher-level pathID for classA.

4. Sub-domain Classifier

Within the sub-domain (referring to Figure 2), after the IBN removes higher-level encapsulation from incoming packets, it sends the packets to the classifier, which selects the encapsulation for the packet within the sub-domain.

One of the goals of the hierarchical approach is to make it easy to have transport-flow-aware service chaining with bidirectional paths. For example, it is desired that for each TCP flow, the client-to-server packets traverse the same SFs as the server-to-client packets, but in the opposite sequence. We call this bidirectional symmetry. If bidirectional symmetry is required, it is the responsibility of the control-plane to be aware of symmetric paths and configure the classifier to chain the traffic in a symmetric manner.

Another goal of the hierarchical approach is to simplify the mechanisms of scaling in and scaling out service functions. All of the complexities of load-balancing among multiple SFs can be handled within a sub-domain, under control of the classifier, allowing the higher-level domain to be oblivious to the existence of multiple SF instances.

Considering the requirements of bidirectional symmetry and load-balancing, it is useful to have all packets entering a sub-domain to be received by the same classifier or a coordinated cluster of classifiers. There are both stateful and stateless approaches to ensuring bidirectional symmetry.
5. Control Plane Elements

Controllers have been mentioned in this document without much explanation. Although control protocols have not yet been standardized, from the point of view of hierarchical service function chaining we have these expectations:

- Each control-plane instance manages a single level of hierarchy of a single domain.

- Each control-plane is agnostic about other levels of hierarchy. This aspect allows humans to reason about the system within a single domain and allows control-plane algorithms to use only domain-local inputs. Top-level control does not need visibility to sub-domain policies, nor does sub-domain control need visibility to higher-level policies.

- Sub-domain control-planes are agnostic about control-planes of other sub-domains. This allows both humans and machines to manipulate sub-domain policy without considering policies of other domains.

Recall that the IBN acts as an SF in the higher-level domain (receiving SF instructions from the higher-level control-plane) and as a classifier in the lower-level domain (receiving classification rules from the sub-domain control-plane). In this view, it is the IBN that glues the layers together.

The above expectations are not intended to prohibit network-wide control. A control hierarchy can be envisaged to distribute information and instructions to multiple domains and sub-domains. Control hierarchy is outside the scope of this document.
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7. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.

8. Security Considerations

Hierarchical service function chaining makes use of service chaining architecture, and hence inherits the security considerations described in the architecture document.

Furthermore, hierarchical service function chaining inherits security considerations of the data-plane protocols (e.g., NSH) and control-plane protocols used to realize the solution.

The systems described in this document bear responsibility for forwarding internet traffic. In some cases the systems are responsible for maintaining separation of traffic in private networks.

This document describes systems within different domains of administration that must have consistent configurations in order to properly forward traffic and to maintain private network separation. Any protocol designed to distribute the configurations must be secure from tampering.

All of the systems and protocols must be secure from modification by untrusted agents.
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Appendix A. Examples of Hierarchical Service Function Chaining

The advantage of hierarchical service function chaining compared with normal or flat service function chaining is that it can reduce the management complexity significantly. This section discusses examples that show the advantage of hierarchical service function chaining.

A.1. Reducing the Number of Service Function Paths

In this case, hierarchical service function chaining is used to simplify service function chaining management by reducing the number of Service Function Paths.

As shown in Figure 3, there are two domains each with different concerns: a Security Domain that selects Service Functions based on network conditions and an Optimization Domain that selects Service Functions based on traffic protocol.

There are five security functions deployed in the Security Domain. The Security Domain operator wants to enforce the five different security policies, and the Optimization Domain operator wants to apply different optimizations (either cache or video optimization) to each of these two types of traffic. If we use flat SFC (normal branching), 10 SFPs are needed in each domain. In contrast, if we use hierarchical SFC, only 5 SFPs in Security Domain and 2 SFPs in Optimization Domain will be required, as shown in Figure 4.

In the flat model, the number of SFPs is the product of the number of functions in all of the domains. In the hSFC model, the number of SFPs is the sum of the number of functions. For example, adding a "bypass" path in the Optimization Domain would cause the flat model to require 15 paths (5 more), but cause the hSFC model to require one more path in the Optimization Domain.

Figure 3: Flat SFC (Normal Branching)
A.2. Managing a Distributed Data-Center Network

Hierarchical service function chaining can be used to simplify inter-data-center SFC management. In the example of Figure 5, shown below, there is a central data center (Central DC) and multiple local data centers (Local DC#1, #2, #3) that are deployed in a geographically distributed manner. All of the data centers are under a single administrative domain.

The central DC may have some service functions that the local DC needs, such that the local DC needs to chain traffic via the central DC. This could be because:

- Some service functions are deployed as dedicated hardware appliances, and there is a desire to lower the cost (both CAPEX and OPEX) of deploying such service functions in all data centers.

- Consider the case when service functions are being trialed, introduced or otherwise handle a relatively small amount of traffic. It may be cheaper to manage these service functions in a single central data center and steer packets to the central data center than to manage these service functions in all data centers.
For large data center operators, one local DC may have tens of thousands of servers and hundred of thousands of virtual machines. SFC can be used to manage user traffic. For example, SFC can be used to classify user traffic based on service type, DDoS state etc.

In such large scale data center, using flat SFC is very complex, requiring a super-controller to configure all data centers. For example, any changes to Service Functions or Service Function Paths in the central DC (e.g., deploying a new SF) would require updates to all of the Service Function Paths in the local DCs accordingly. Furthermore, requirements for symmetric paths add additional complexity when flat SFC is used in this scenario.

Conversely, if using hierarchical SFC, each data center can be managed independently and the management complexity could be reduced significantly. Service Function Paths between data centers can represent abstract notions without regard to details within data centers. Independent controllers can be used for the top level (getting packets to pass the correct data centers) and local levels (getting packets to specific SF instances).
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Abstract

This draft describes the transport encapsulation to carry Network Service Header (NSH) over UDP protocol. This enables applications and services using NSH to communicate over a simple layer-3 network without topological constraints. It brings down the barrier to implement overlay transports by not requiring additional overhead as is typical of overlay mechanisms designed on top of UDP.

As a first benefit, this method eases the deployment of Service Function Chaining (SFC) by allowing SFC components to utilize the basic UDP/IP stack available in virtually all network elements and end systems to setup the overlays and realize SFCs.

Status of This Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

This Internet-Draft will expire on May 19, 2016.
1. Introduction

NSH is an encapsulation designed to carry SFC specific information and metadata. It is very flexible in providing fixed and variable length encapsulation options while allowing for a high degree of extensibility. NSH in addition allows for carrying a variety of packets as payload, there by being just a shim header between the inner payload and the outer transport.

NSH focuses on the application aspect of the encapsulation while leaving the transport mechanisms out of scope. This design choice
allows NSH to be carried on any overlay transport as required by the
application and the use cases.

The transport independence aspect of NSH makes it necessary for
existing transport protocols or new ones to carry NSH encapsulated
packet as a payload. Given that IP networks are ubiquitous with
virtually every device, element, node connected to the IP network
possessing the ability to support UDP datagram transport over IP
layer, it is one of the most basic of the transports to carry NSH.

UDP as a transport provides many benefits which has made it the de-
facto choice for overlay networks such as VXLAN [RFC7348]. By nature
it is a datagram service and trades reliability for simplicity and
reduced overhead. It allows for sufficient entropy, for the network
to exploit, in load balancing packets across paths in the network.
Likewise, end hosts exploit it to distribute packets between the NICs
and processor cores, within, for optimum performance. To this end,
network elements and end hosts, both hardware and software, implement
specific mechanisms to optimize UDP packet processing.

UDP datagram service and efficient implementations of it in existing
networks is thus a forgone conclusion. These benefits among others,
coupled with extensibility aspect of NSH - to implement security,
header verification, etc., makes UDP a very simple, widely available
and foundational choice for transporting NSH encapsulated packets.

This draft describes the creation of on-demand point-to-point
lightweight NSH overlays using UDP as the overlay transport
mechanism.

1.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2. Definition Of Terms

This document uses some terms defined in SFC architecture
[I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] drafts as mere
examples for ease of understanding.
3. NSH UDP Overlay Transport

3.1. Stacking And Layering

A NSH encapsulated packet when carried over an UDP overlay transport looks as depicted in Figure 1.

The original payload, L2 frame, L3 packet, NSH OAM message, etc., is first encapsulated in NSH shim header. The NSH encapsulated packet then becomes the payload for the UDP packet carried over an IPv4 or IPv6 network. The UDP header serves as the L4 overlay transport for NSH and its payload.

Although depicted as a layer3 IP over an L2 network, nothing is assumed about how the L3 network is designed and deployed. It is entirely possible for IPinIP or MPLS or other underpinnings.

+---------------------------------------------------------------+
|  L2 (Ethernet) Header                                         |
|                                                               |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+  
|  L3 (IPv4|IPv6) Header                                        |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+  
|  L4 UDP Header                                                |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+  
|  Network Service Header (NSH)                                 |
|                                                               |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+  
|  NSH Payload                                                  |
|  (Original L2/L3 frame/packet or other as signaled by NSH)    |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+  

Figure 1: NSH UDP Stack

3.2. NSH UDP Overlay Packet Format

Figure 2 shows the format of the NSH encapsulation transported over UDP.
Figure 2: NSH UDP Overlay Encapsulation Format

Source Port:
The UDP port number computed to provide entropy. See Section 3.4 for details.

Dest Port:
UDP port number assigned to NSH: 6633.

Length:
Length of the UDP payload. This includes both the UDP header and payload.

Checksum:
Standard UDP checksum or zero.

NSH:
The NSH encapsulation.

NSH Payload:
The original frame or packet being carried or OAM message, etc.

3.3. Overlay Transport End-points

The UDP overlay transport extends between the two end-points involved in carrying the NSH overlay traffic. The control plane provisioning the NSH overlay MUST specify the location of the overlay destination when using UDP transport overlay, such as the IPv4 or IPv6 address of the end-point.
In the case of SFC, this UDP overlay transport extends between two SFC components: Classifier and SFF or SFFs or SFF and SF or SFF and SFC-proxy. The destination of the UDP overlay transport is thus the IP address used by these components to receive the NSH overlay traffic. When UDP overlay transport is required to carry NSH encapsulated traffic, SFC control plane MUST provision the UDP overlay transport destination and the use of UDP overlay transport.

3.4. UDP Source Port Considerations

The source port used in the UDP overlay transport SHOULD be computed to provide entropy for load balancing along the transmission path, including network elements such as routers and switches as well as end points such as servers. This behavior may in turn be controlled by local-policy at the encapsulating entity.

The source UDP port number SHOULD stay constant and not change for the flow represented within the NSH payload. This is typically done by computing the source UDP port number as a hash over the invariant part of the NSH payload. This could be IP and UDP or IP and TCP part of the NSH payload when the next-protocol field in NSH base header is set to IPv4, for instance. This avoids inducing packet reordering due to the use of NSH UDP overlay transport.

The recommended selection of source port as per [RFC6335], is the dynamic range: 49152-65535. A number in this range SHOULD be selected to reflect the NSH payload.

3.5. Checksum Considerations

The checksum in the UDP header MAY be set to zero for performance or other implementation specific reasons by the entity encapsulating the NSH packet (classifier, SFF, SF-proxy or SF). The receiving entity thus MUST accept a UDP encapsulated NSH packet with zero UDP checksum.

Implementations MAY choose to use non-zero checksum values. When a checksum other than zero is set by the encapsulating entity, it MUST be computed over the IP, UDP headers and the data as defined in the UDP specification [RFC0768]. The receiving entity thus MUST accept a UDP encapsulated NSH packet with non-zero UDP checksum. Receiving entities, of NSH UDP overlay packets with non-zero checksum, are RECOMMENDED to verify the checksum before accepting the packet.
3.6. MTU Considerations

Operators of networks deploying UDP overlay transport for NSH are RECOMMENDED to configure the MTU of the network to accommodate NSH and UDP transport encapsulation overhead. This prevents fragmentation of UDP overlay transport encapsulated NSH packets and the overhead of processing such fragments both in the network and the end-points.

3.7. Fragmentation Considerations

Entities performing the UDP transport encapsulation MUST use the same source port number on all the fragments of the same packet when encapsulating pre-fragmented IP packets.

3.8. UDP-Lite Considerations

Exercising the option of setting the NSH UDP encapsulation checksum to zero, does not protect the NSH header from errors introduced into the header during transmission. NSH provides extensibility for applications or future NSH extensions to build such bit error protection.

Implementations that require protection against bit errors MAY use UDP-lite [RFC3828] with checksum coverage covering the NSH header. UDP-lite shares the UDP name space but uses the IP protocol identifier to distinguish itself from UDP.

4. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to de-assign the well-known UDP port number 6633 and re-assign it for the purpose defined in this draft.

5. Security Considerations

Encapsulating NSH in UDP does not alter the security risk of NSH encapsulation and payload.

Security of the payload encapsulated by NSH is as defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]

6. References

6.1. Normative References

[I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]
6.2. Informative References

[I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]
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Abstract

This document discusses about service function chain use cases in different scenarios of broadband network. The document provides analysis of different solutions and also describes the suitable scenarios that each solution may be deployed in.

Status of this Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
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1. Introduction

The object of SFC is trying to unload services from legacy devices in traditional network and deal with such services through corresponding service functions which are topologically independent from physical devices.

As increasingly large number of customers, the possibility of deployment SFC in broadband network seems emergency. And this document aims to illustrate the possibly typical and unified service function chains in Broadband Networks and analyze the possible deployments of diverse service function chains in broadband network.

In figure 1, here outlines the possible SFC deployment architecture in Broadband Networks. This architecture tries to simplify and unify the services in CPEs and unloads the services from CPEs to the SFCs in Access Networks to achieve virtual CPE functions. And as well, extracts the services in BNASs and offloads the services from BNASs to the SFCs in Barrier Networks to accomplish virtual BNAS functions. As a result of that, the Internet Service Provider can manage and maintain the whole Broadband Networks more flexibly.
Figure 1: SFC Architecture of Broadband Network
2. Convention and Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

The terms about SFC are defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-problem-statement].

The terms about CGN/DS-Lite/Lightweight 4o6/MAP/NAT64 are defined in [RFC6888]/[RFC6333]/ [I-D.ietf-softwire-lw4over6]/ [I-D.ietf-softwire-map]/ [RFC6146].
3. Use cases

The following sections highlight some of the most common broadband network use case scenarios and are in no way exhaustive.

3.1. Internet Access from Homes

Figure 2 illustrates an abstract architecture of broadband network, including CPE sitting in home access network, BNAS as broadband access network gateway, CR located in bone network and the Internet.

```
+---+      +------+        +-----+      +---------+
|CPE|------| BNAS |--------| CR  |------| Internet|
+---+      +------+        +-----+      +---------+
```

Figure 2: Architecture of Broadband Network

Also, the Broadband Forum (BBF) is developing a study document (SD-326), which aims to study market requirements and use cases for Flexible Service Chaining. Except that, this document tries to develop more typical use cases in Broadband Networks.

3.1.1. Native IPv4 Network or Native IPv6 Network

```
+--- +   +-------+   +-----+   +----------+
|    |   |DPI/DFI|   | LB/ |   |URL Filter|---|
|--| UM |---|  /Qos |---| FRR |---|  /FW/PC  |   |
|  +----+ | +-------+ | +-----+ | +----------+   |
+---+  +------+       |           |         |             +-----+     +-----
----+
```

Figure 3: Native IPv4 Network or Native IPv6 Network

Figure 3 shows possible deployment of SFC in native IPv4 network or native IPv6 network. As UM (users management) service, which is the main service of BNAS device in traditional network, consumes large memory and resources, it seems reasonable to decouple UM service from legacy BNAS device and treat it as a service node, which may include DHCP, AAA functions and some other functions related to users management. And what’s more, only users subscription messages (protocol messages) go through UM service. Once a user is approved by UM service, the following data flow of this user go through the other service function chain which is assigned to this data flow.

‘BNAS-' means some functions have been unburdened from traditional BNAS, such as user management, Qos, Load Balance and so forth.
Given that SFC is applied in Broadband network, the main SFs may cover: User Management, DPI, DFI, Qos, Load Balance, Fast Reroute, URL Filter, Firewall, Parental Control and so forth. And the possible order is not as strict as above. The upstream/downstream traffic may go through different permutations and combination of these SNs. For example:

SFC1: UM

This SFC stands for the process of subscribers’ log-in and log-out. All the broadband subscribers’ log-in messages and log-out messages need to go through this SFC. After approved by this SFC, then the users flow can access the Internet or other services.

SFC2: Qos

This SFC shows some bandwidth restrictions or several priority-based schedules are applied to this approved subscriber. Almost each home subscriber has a corresponding subscribed bandwidth, different services from a home have distinctive priority as well. As a result, this is a basic SFC used in internet access from homes.

SFC3: Qos--LB

This SFC extends SFC2, which utilizes load balance to offload approved subscriber’s flow from an overload path. This is also a typical scenario in broadband network, especially in metropolitan area network.

SFC4: Qos--LB--URL Filter

Based on SFC3, this SFC gives extra restrictions to the content that the approved subscriber wants to access.

SFC5: Qos--Parental Control

This is similar to SFC4, except there is no Load Balance. Another difference is that SFC5 offers some restrictions to downstream traffic in terms of content. SFC5 allows some legal or appropriate contents to flow to subscribers, while some illegal or inappropriate contents are blocking.

3.1.2. IPv4/IPv6 Coexist Network

As showed below in figure 4, the main difference between IPv4/IPv6 native network and IPv4/IPv6 coexist network is whether there exists a NAT function. Although in IPv4 native network, there may exist NAT44 function as a result of limited IPv4 address, we try to put
this scenario together with other IPv6 transition scenarios in this section and discuss them in detail.

Figure 4: IPv4/IPv6 Coexist Network

Whether NAT stands for NAT44 or NAT64 or NAT46 depends on the Internet Server Provider. It may be NAT44, which reflects the communication between IPv4 private customer and IPv4 public server. Or it may be NAT64, which means the communication between IPv6 customer and IPv4 Server. And where NAT is deployed is the preference of the Internet Server Provider as well. It may be besides BNAS, which stands for distributed deployment, or besides CR, which represents central deployment.

Above figure 4 just gives a simple example of a possible deployment position in distributed deployment scenario. Actually, there are some other complicated IPv6 transition scenarios. And this section tries to give some typical examples in IPv4/IPv6 coexist network, and conclude a feasible SFC architecture in IPv4/IPv6 coexist network. Also, in the following sections, the other SFs emphasized in section 3.1.1 are not highlighted, just try to keep the diagram simple and suitable for the draft’s specification.

3.1.2.1. NAT44

Figure 5 illustrates a simple NAT44 scenario how SF-NAT is deployed and how SF-NAT may work.
Figure 5: NAT44

In distributed broadband networks, SNs may be deployed beside BNAS. These SNs may contain or logically connect to SF-NAT and other service functions such as UM, QOS, Load Balance, etc.

Here gives an example of possible SFC in IPv4/IPv6 coexist network, which combines NAT function with the service functions in native IPv4/IPv6 network.

SFC6: Qos--NAT--LB--URL Filter

SFC6 combines NAT function with SFC4, and represents the classical scenario in IPv4/IPv6 coexist network. After customers have subscribed, apply subscriber-based Qos policy, then transform IPv4/IPv6 address into IPv4 address, and do five-tuple load balance for the outbound traffic.

At last, monitor the outbound traffic and decide whether to permit them to the internet or block them.

After the first packet of an outbound flow has been processed by this SFC, this SFC can do SFP optimization to bypass NAT service function to improve the experience of this subscriber. Then, for the following packets of this outbound flow, the SFF connects to NAT service function can forward them according to the forwarding table which is derived from the NAT service function.
As for the inbound flow of this subscriber, there exists an open issue: how the inbound flow is steered to the same NAT service function or the same SFF which connects to the same NAT service function.

3.1.2.2. DS-Lite

Figure 6 describes a scenario of DS-lite, which completes IPv4 communication between IPv4 private customer and IPv4 server across IPv6 network through tunnels. And the main principle of DS-Lite is to encapsulate IPv4 packets in IPv6 Header and forward this IPv4-in-IPv6 packets to CGN device and enforce NAT function in CGN device. Generally, CGN device resides in BNAS device.
SFC7: Dslite-Enc---Dslite-Dec---NAT---LB---URL Filter

When the outbound flow are received by the CPE, the CPE sends them to a specific classifier which determines the flow should be forwarded directly or dealt with DS-Lite process. If the flow should be dealt with DS-Lite process, then the classifier sends the datagram within service header encapsulation to Softwire-SN which contains SF-Dslite-Encapsulation instance. In this instance, it fulfills DS-Lite encapsulate and then encapsulates overlay header and forwards this flow to nexthop in the traditional network.

Next, the BNAS- receives the processed flow, the BNAS- sends them to a classifier and finds they are legal flow and need to be dealt with DS-Lite process. Then, this flow are forwarded to SF-Dslite-Decapsulation to decapsulate DS-Lite encapsulation. And as well, forwarded to SF-NAT to create and maintain the NAT mapping table for DS-Lite subscriber. SF-Dslite-decapsulation and SF-NAT can reside in one service function or two different service functions. After that, completes the subsequent SFs.

In other words, BNAS-, itself, would decouple DS-lite-related functions to specific service function(s). What’s more, if SFP optimization function is enabled, BNAS- acts as SFF which connectes to SF-NAT, and derives the NAT/forwarding table from SF-NAT and bypasses SF-NAT to improve the experience of this subscriber.

If deploy SFC7 in this scenario, there also exists a consideration: how to address the relationship between the access side SFC domain and the network side SFC domain. If they are deployed in two different SFC domain, how to cooperate between the SF-Dslite-Encapsulation service function and SF-Dslite-Decapsulation service function. On the other hand, if they are deployed in one big SFC domain, it seems more feasible to carry out this SFC7.

3.2. Internet Access from Enterprises

Figure 7: Internet access from enterprises
Internet access from enterprises is another network service. They lease some ports or even some devices from Internet Server Providers. In addition to internal service functions which are situated in the internal enterprise network, there may be many external ISP’s service functions which are situated on the way to the internet. And what’s more, there may be deploy IPsec along with VPN users for the sake of the security of enterprise network.

Internal service functions may include: Firewall, NAT function, etc.

As for external service functions deployed by ISP, typical service functions are VPN, like L2VPN,L3VPN,IPsec,IPsec VPN etc. Conventionally, there is a NAT function residing on SR, converting VPN traffic to public traffic to access the internet.

In some cases, service providers need to assign differentiated services to VPN users. In other words, different VPN users may go through differentiated SFC. But, VPN traffic are all encapsulated in outer MPLS header or some other transport headers, how the public network elements classify them to different SFCs? At this time, there may need create a mapping between VPN ID/VPN Name and corresponding SFC on the service provider edge device.

Other external service functions involved in Internet access from enterprise network may be similar to home network, for example, DPI,DFI,Qos,Load Balance, URL Filter,Firewall,Parental Control and so on.

SFC8: URL Filter--FW---NAT---Qos---Load Balance----FW

Here, you may see two FW functions. One is in the inner of enterprise, which represents the URL constrains from the perspective of enterprise. While the other one is sitted in the ISP network, out of the inner enterprise, and stands for the URL restrictions from the standpoint of ISP.

3.3. Internet Access from Campuses
TBD

3.4. Added-value Service Access

To promote their primary service, ISP try to provide value-added services to add value to the standard service offering. Here maybe focus on some significant value-added services in broadband network such as IPTV,VOIP,etc.
3.4.1. Destination Address Accounting (DAA)

Figure 8 illustrates a possible deployment of DAA function in broadband network.

```
+-----+          +-----+          +-----+          +-----+          +-----+
|host1|--| +-----+          +-----+          +-----+          +-----|
|------|-----| CPE |-----| BRAS+DAA |------| CR  |------| Internet|
|------|-----| +-----+          +-----+          +-----+          +-----|  
|host2|--| +-----+          +-----+          +-----+          +-----|
|------|
```

Figure 8: DAA Deployment in broadband network

In this diagram, DAA assists BRAS to accomplish finer-granularity outbound filter or/and inbound filter based on destination IP address. But, in central deployment scenario of DS-Lite, there is a IPv4-in-IPv6 tunnel from CPE to CR. As a result of that, BRAS cannot identify the true IPv4 destination address in this IPv4-in-IPv6 packets. And then, BRAS cannot enforce DAA function to manage the subscriber more flexibly.

SFC9: DAA----Dslite-Enc----Dslite-Dec-----NAT
Figure 9: DAA + Softwire Deployment in broadband network

3.4.2. IPTV

Figure 10 illustrates a possible deployment of IPTV network via SFC.
IPTV is an IP multicast service, in which multi-subscribers should receive the same traffic from the multicast source like Content Distribution Network. Supposed there are six IPTV subscribers, from STB1 to STB6, they are located in different districts and they all need to receive traffic from Program 1. A possible SFC abstract here is:

SFC10: DPI--Qos1
    |---Qos2

In SFC10, as for the inbound traffic, there are two different outputs, Qos1 and Qos2. Firstly, traffic from multicast source go through DPI, which used for detecting whether the multicast traffic are legal or unmalicious. After that, legal traffic propagate to different Qos, and next, each goes through different BNAS- to different STB subscirbers separately.
3.4.3. VoIP/MoIP

TBD
4. Considerations

4.1. Service Function Chain Symmetry

A complete end-to-end access in broadband network should consist of a set of service function instances in a specific order. Such as:

4.2. Deploying consideration

4.2.1. Standalone mode

In broadband networks, service function components are hanging next to routers such as CPEs/BNASs/CRs. All traffics would be received and steered by routers. Routers send the traffic to classifier in which traffic that matches classification criteria is forwarded along a given SFP to realize the specifications of an SFC.
Take DS-Lite CGN for example.

Outbound traffic:

In the example shown in Figure X, a datagram received by the CPE from the host at address 10.0.0.1, using TCP DST port 10000, will be translated to a datagram with IPv4 SRC address 192.0.2.1 and TCP SRC port 5000 in the Internet.

When the datagram 1 is received by the CPE, the CPE sent it to a specific classifier which determines the datagram should be forwarded directly or dealt with DS-Lite process. Then the classifier sends the datagram within service header encapsulated to the first element
of SFP. SF-SOFTWIRE encapsulates the datagram in another datagram (datagram 2) and forwards it BACK to CPE over the softwire. The datagram 2 would be sent to the Dual-Stack Lite carrier-grade NAT by CPE.

When the BNAS receives datagram 2, the BNAS sends it to a classifier and find it need to be dealt with DS-Lite process. Then the classifier send the datagram within service header encapsulated to the first element of SFP.

SF-SOFTWIRE decapsulates the datagram 2 to datagram 1 and forwards it to SF-NAT, which determines from its NAT table that the datagram received on the softwire with TCP SRC port 10000 should be translated to datagram 3 with IPv4 SRC address 192.0.2.1 and TCP SRC port 5000.

The translated datagram would be also sent back to BNAS for next forwarding.

Inbound traffic:

Figure x shows an inbound message received at the classifier. When the BNAS receives datagram 1, the BNAS sends it to a classifier. Then the classifier sends the datagram within service header encapsulated to the first element of SFP. SF-NAT looks up the IP/TCP DST information in its translation table. In the example in Figure 3, the NAT changes the TCP DST port to 10000, sets the IP DST address to 10.0.0.1, and it will be sent back to BNAS to forwards the datagram to the softwire. The SF-SOFTWIRE of the CPE decapsulates the IPv4 datagram inbound softwire datagram and forwards it to the host.

4.2.2. Directly connecting mode

There is another mode to deploy service function components. In broadband home networks, service function components are directly connected to the network. They are connected straight to a BNAS or Routers.

Under this scenario, it seems like more costly than standalone mode during transition period.
Take NAT44 for example.

Outbound traffic:

For directly connecting mode, the difference in dealing with traffic
is whether the network steer the traffic loopback. That means service function node could send datagrams directly to the next hop.

For example, when the outbound datagram is received by the BNAS and processed by classifier A and SF-NAT which forward the processed datagram straight next to router.

Inbound traffic:

It is quite similar with the process of dealing with outbound traffic. when the inbound datagram is received by the router and processed by classifier B and SF-NAT which forward the processed datagram straight next to NAT BNAS.

4.3. Pool consideration

In traditional networks, pools are configured in router one by one. Pool configuration means these IP addresses in each pool MUST be advertised for creating forward routing path to ensures that the message is routed to the correct target, especially to inbound traffic. Thus, pool location is a problem we must face to in SFC framework.

In standalone mode shown in figure 6, pool could be configured in the classifier beside gateway and advertised by the gateway itself. The classifier would assign IP addresses to service functions for creating mapping table. Both-bound traffic should be forward to gateway first and then for NAT treatment in relative service function components.

In Directly connecting mode shown in figure 7, pool could be configured in classifier B and advertised by classifier B for creating inbound routing path.

There is a mechanism to manage the address pools centrally. Pools could be assigned to classifiers by management server which is handled by Operators centrally.

4.4. NAT traversal

TBD

4.5. Unify home router

TBD
5. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.
6. Security Considerations

TBD
7. Normative References
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1. Requirements notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. Introduction

This document provides environment security requirements for the SFC architecture [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]. Environment security requirements are independent of the protocols used for SFC — such as NSH [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]. As a result, the requirements provided in this document are intended to provide good security practice so SFC can be securely deployed and operated. These security requirements are designated as environment security requirements as opposed to the
protocol security requirements. This document is built as follows. Section [SFC Environment Overview] provides an overall description of the SFC environment with the introduction of the different planes (SFC Control Plane, the SFC Management Plane, the Tenant’s user Plane and the SFC Data Plane). Section [Threat Analysis] describes potential threats to the SFC architecture. Section [Plane Isolation] provides recommendations to limit the attack surface for outsider’s attacks. More specifically, it describes how to contain the SFC Data Plane and control access to the SFC Control Plane outside of the SFC Data Plane. Section [SFC Data Plane Requirements] provides recommendations and requirements on how to limit the attack surface for an attacker inside the SFC Data Plane.

This document assumes the reader is familiar with the SFC architecture defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture].

3. Terminology and Acronyms

- Tenant: A tenant is one organization that is using SFC. A tenant may use SFC on one’s own private infrastructure or on a shared infrastructure.

- Tenant’s User Data Plane: The tenant may be using SFC to provide service to its customers or users. The communication of these users is designated as Tenant’s user Data Plane and includes all communications involving the tenant’s users. As a result, if a user is communicating with a server or a user from another domain, the communication with that tenant’s user is part of the Tenant’s Users Data Plane.

4. SFC Environment Overview

This section provides an overview of SFC. It is not in the scope to this document to provide an explicit description of SFC. Instead, the reader is expected to read [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture], [I-D.ietf-sfc-control-plane] and other SFC related documents.

Service Function Chaining (SFC) architecture is defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]. This section briefly illustrates the main concepts of the SFC architecture and positions the architecture within an environment.
SFC defined a Service Function Path (SFP) which is an ordered set of Service Functions (SF) applied to packets. SFP is defined at the SF level. A SF may be performed by different instances of SF located at different positions. As a result, a specific packet may pass through different instances of SFC. The ordered set of SF instances a packet goes through is called the Rendered SF Path (RSFP).

Upon the receipt of an incoming packet from the tenant’s user, the SFC Classifier determines, according to Classifiers, which SFP is associated to that packet. The packet is forwarded from Service Function Forwarders (SFF) to SFF. SFF are then in charge of forwarding the packet to the next SFF or to a SF. Forwarding decisions may be performed using SFP information provided by the SFC Encapsulation. As described in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] the SFC Encapsulation contains SFP information such as the SFP ID and Service Index and eventually (especially for the MD-2 in NSH) some additional metadata. SF may be SFC aware or not. In the case the SFC functions
are not SFC aware, a SFC Proxy performs the SFC Decapsulation (resp. SFC Encapsulation) before forwarding the packet to the SF (resp. after receiving the packet from the SF).

The environment associated to SFC may be separated into three main planes:

- SFC Management Plane and Control Plane are defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-control-plane].
- SFC Data Plane consists in all SF components as well as the data exchanged between the SF components. Communications between SF components includes the packet themselves, their associated metadata, the routing logic — similar to RIB — or SF logic, i.e. what they returned values are for example.
- SFC Tenant’s Users Data Plane consists in the traffic data provided by the different users of the tenants. When a user is communicating with a server or another user —eventually from another administrative domain—, the communication belongs to the SFC Tenant’s Users Data Plane whenever packets are provided by the server of by the user.

5. Threat Analysis

This section describes potential threats the SFC Data Plane may be exposed. The list of threats is not expected to be complete.

Attacks may be performed from inside the SFC Data Plane or from outside the SFC Data plane, in which case, the attacker is in at least one of the following planes: SFC Control Plane, SFC Management Plane or SFC Tenants’ Users Plane. Some most sophisticated attacks may involve a coordination of attackers in multiple planes.

5.1. Attacks performed from the SFC Control Plane

Attacks related to the control plane have been detailed in section 5 of [I-D.ietf-sfc-control-plane].

5.2. Attacks performed from the SFC Management Plane

Attacks performed on the SFC Management Plane are similar to those performed from the SFC Control Plane. The main difference is that the SFC Management Plan provides usually a greater control of the SFC component that the SFC Control Plane.
In addition, the actions performed by the SFC Management Plane have fewer restrictions, which means it may be harder to enforce strong control access policies.

5.3. Attacks performed from the Tenant’s Users Plane

The SFC Tenant’s User Plane is not expected to have fine access control policies on the packets sent or received by users. Unless they are filtered, all packets are good candidate to the SFC Classifier. This provides the user some opportunities to test the behavior of the SFC.

In addition, the Tenant’s Users Plane is not controlled by the SFC Tenant, and users may initiate communications where both ends - the client and the server - are under the control of the same user. Such communications may be seen as user controlled communications (UCC).

UCC may enable any user to monitor and measure the health of the SFC. This may be an useful information to infer information on the tenant’s activity or to define when a DoS attack may cause more damage. One way to measure the health or load of the tenant’s SFC is to regularly send a packet and measure the time it takes to be received, in order to estimate the processing time within the SFC.

UCC may enable any user to test the consistency of the SFC. One example of inconsistency could be that SFC decapsulation is not performed - or inconsistently performed - before leaving the SFC, which could leak some metadata with private information. For example, a user may send spoofed packet. Suppose for example, that a request HTTP GET video.example.com/movie is received with some extra header information such as CLIENT_ID: 1234567890, or CLIENT_EMAIL: client@example.foo. If these pieces of information are derived from the source IP address, the attacker may collect them by changing the IP address for example. In this case, the spoofed packets as used to collect private and confidential information of the tenant’s users. Note that such threat is not specific to SFC, and results from the combination of spoofed IP and non-authenticated IP address are used to identify a user. What is specific to SFC is that metadata are likely to carry multiple pieces of information - potentially non-authenticated - associated to the user. In the case above, meta-data is carried over the HTTP header. Inserting the metadata in the HTTP header may be performed by a SF that takes its input from the SFC encapsulation. In addition, SFC encapsulation may also leak this information directly to a malicious node if that node belongs to the SFC plane. In this later case, the user builds on the top of and intrusion to the SFC Data Plane that is detailed later.
In some cases, spoofed packets may impersonate other’s tenants. Suppose, for example, that the same infrastructure is used by multi-tenants, and which are identified by the IP address of their users. In this case, spoofing an IP address associated to another tenant may be sufficient to collect the information confidential and private information.

Similarly, UCC may enable any user to infer packet has been dropped or is in a loop. Suppose a user send a spoofed packet and receives no response. The attacker may infer that the packet has been dropped or is in a loop. A loop is expected to load the system and sending a “well known packet” over the UCC and measuring the response time may determine whether the packet has been dropped or is in a loop.

Correlation of time measurement and spoofed packet over a UCC may provide various type information that could be used by an attacker.

- The attacker may correlate spoofed packet and time measurement in order discover the SFC topology or the logic of the SFC Classifier. Typically, it may infer when new SFs are placed in the SFC for example. In addition, as metadata are placed in band, the time response may also provide an indication of the size of the metadata associated to the packet. The combination of these pieces of information may help an attacker to orchestrate a future attack on a specific SF either to maximize the damages or to collect some metadata – like identification credentials.

- The attacker may also define the type of packets that require the SFC the more processing. Additional processing may be due a large set of additional metadata that require fragmentation, some packets that are not treated in a coherent and consistent manner within the SFC. Such information may be used for example to optimize a DoS attack. In addition, it could also be used in order to artificially increase the necessary resource of the Tenant in order to increase the cost of operation for running its service.

Time measurement and spoofed packet in combination with variable query rate over a UCC may provide information on the orchestration of the SFC itself. For example, the user may be able to detect when elasticity mechanisms are triggered.

An attacker may be able to leverage the knowledge that SFC is in use by specific carriers to effect the processing of data using the SFC system as a processor in the attack. This leads to a number of potential weaknesses in the Internet ecosystem.
An attacker may be able to characterize the type of client platforms using a web site by carefully crafting data streams that will be modified by the SFC system versus client systems that would view web data unmodified. For example, leveraging SFC and carefully crafted data, a malicious web site operator may be able to create a particularly formatted common file that when modified by a cellular operator for bandwidth savings creates a file that may crash, (creating a DoS attack) on a select set of clients. Clients not accessing that web site using the same RSFP would not experience any issues. Additionally, external examination of the malicious site would not demonstrate any malicious content, relying on the SF to modify the content.

A well crafted site could potentially leverage the variances of functionality from different RSFPs in order to GEO locate a user. An example would be creating an image file which when recompressed creates image artifacts rendering the image unusable, but allowing the user to respond to such an event, thereby letting the web site operator know the user has potentially moved from a higher to lower bandwidth network location within the area of a specific network operator.

5.4. Attacks performed from the SFC Data Plane

This section considers an attacker has been able to take control of an SFC component. As a result, the attacker may become able to modify the traffic and perform, on-path attacks, it may also be able to generate traffic, or redirect traffic to perform some kind of Man-in-the-middle attacks. This is clearly a fault, and security policies should be set to avoid this situation. This section analyses in case this intrusion occurs, the potential consequences on the SFC.

The traffic within the SFC Data Plane is composed of multiple layers. The traffic is composed of communications between SFC components. The transport between the SFC component is the transport protocol and is not considered in the SFC. It can typically be a L2 transport layer, or an L3 transport layer using various encapsulation techniques (vLAN, VxLAN, GRE, IPsec tunnels for example). The transport layer carries SFC Encapsulated that are composed of an SFC Encapsulation envelope that carries metadata and a SFC payload that is the actual packet exchanged between the two end points.

As a result, attacker may use the traffic to perform attacks at various layers. More specifically, attacks may be performed at the transport layer, the SFC Encapsulation layer or the SFC payload layer.
Attacks performed at the transport layer may be related to SFC in the sense that illegitimate SFC traffic could be provided to the SF. Typically, a malicious node that is not expected to communicate with that SF may inject packets into the SFC, such malicious node may eventually spoof the IP address of legitimate SF, so the receiving SF may not be able to detect the packet is not legitimate. Threats related to IP spoofing are described in [RFC6959] and may be addressed by authenticated traffic (e.g. using IPsec). Such threats are not related to SFC even though they may impact a given SF.

The SFC Encapsulation as well as the SFC payload are usually considered as input by a SF. As such they may represent an efficient vector of attacks for the SF. Attacks performed through SFC payload are similar as the ones described in the Tenant’s Users Data Plane section. As a result, such attacks are not considered in this section, and this section mostly considers attacks based on the SFC Encapsulation and malicious metadata.

When an attacker is within the SFC Data Plane, it may have a full or partial control of one SF component in which case, the attacker is likely to compromise the associated SFCs. It could for example, modify the expected operation of the SFC. Note that in this case, the SFC may be appropriately provisioned and set, however, the SFC does not operate as expected this may only be detected by monitoring and auditing the SFC Data Plane.

Although traffic authentication may be performed at various layers L2 L3 or at the SFC Encapsulation layer, this section considers the SFC traffic. As a result, the SFC traffic is authenticated if the SF is able to authenticate the incoming SFC packet.

When SFC traffic is not authenticated, an attacker may inject spoofed packet in any SFC component. The attacker may use spoofed packet to discover the logic of the SFC. On the other hand, the attacker may also inject packet in order to perform DoS attack via reflection. In fact, some SF may carry large metadata, which may provide a vector for amplification within the SFC Data Plane and thus either load the network or the next SF. Note that amplification may be generated by metadata, the SFC payload, and the attacker may replay packets or completely craft new packets. In addition, the attacker may choose a spoofed packet to increase the CPU load on the SFC components. For example, it could insert additional metadata to generate fragmentation. Similarly, it may also insert unnecessary metadata that may need to be decapsulated and analyzed even though they may not be considered for further actions. Spoofed packet may not only be generated to attack the SFC component at the SFC layer. In fact
spoofed packet may also target applications of the SF. For example an attacker may also forge packet for HTTP based application - like a L7 firewall - in order to perform a slowloris [SLOWLORIS] like attack. Note that in this case, such attacks are addressed in the Tenant’s Users Data Plane section. The specificity here is that the attacker has a more advanced understanding of the processing of the SFC, and can thus be more efficient.

When SFC traffic is not authenticated, an attacker may also modify on-path the packet. By changing some metadata contained in the SFC Encapsulation, the attacker may test and discover the logic of the SFF. Similarly, when the attacker is aware of the logic of a SFC component, the attacker may modify some metadata in order to modify the expected operation of the SFC. Such example includes for example redirection to a SF which could result in overloading the SF and overall affect the complete SFC. Similarly, the attacker may also create loops within the SFC. Note that redirection may not occur only in a given SFC. In fact, the attacker may use SFC branching to affect other SFC. Another example would also include a redirection to a node owned by the attacker and which is completely outside the SFC. Motivation for such redirection would be that the attacker has full administrator privileges on that node, whereas it only has limited capabilities on the corrupted node. Such attack is a man-in-the-middle attack. The important thing to note is that in this case the traffic is brought outside the legitimate SFC domain. In fact, performing a man-in-the-middle attack as described above means that the SFC domain has been extended. This can be easily performed in case all node of the data center or the tenant’s virtual network is likely to host a SFC component. A similar scenario may also consider that the traffic could be redirected outside the data center or the tenant’s virtual network if the routing of firewall rule enables such policies.

A direct consequence is that a corrupted SFC component may affect the whole SFC. This also means that the trust of a given SFC decreases with the number of SF involved as each SF presents a surface of attack.

An attacker may also perform passive attacks by listening to traffic exchanged throughout the SFC Data Plane. Such attacks are described in [RFC7258]. Metadata are associated to each packet. These metadata are additional pieces of information not carried in the packet and necessary for each SF to operate. As a result, metadata may contain private information such as identifiers or credentials. In addition, observing the traffic may provide information on the tenant’s activity. Note that encryption only may not prevent such attacks, as activity may be inferred by the traffic load.
6. Plane Isolation Requirements

Plane Isolation consists in limiting the surface of attack of the SFC Data Plane by controlling the interfaces between the SFC Data Plane and the other planes.

Complete isolation of the planes is not possible, as there are still some communications that must be enabled in order to benefit from the benefits of SFC. As a result, isolation should be understood as enabling communications between planes in a controlled way.

This section lists the recommendations so communication between planes can be controlled. This involves controlling communications between planes as well as controlling communication within a plane.

The requirements listed below applies to all planes, whereas the following subsection are more specific to each plane, providing recommendations on the interface with the SFC Data Plane.

REQ1: In order to increase isolation it is recommended that every plane communicates with another plane using a dedicated interface. In our case, the SFC Management Plane, the SFC Control Plane and the SFC Data Plane SHOULD use dedicated networks and dedicated interfaces. Isolation of inter-plane communication may be enforced using different ways. How isolation is enforced depends on the type of traffic, the network environment for example, and within a given SFC architecture different techniques may be used for the different planes. One way to isolate communications is to use completely different network on dedicated NICS. On the other hand, depending on the required level of isolation, a logical isolation may be performed using different IP addresses or ports with network logically isolated - that is using for example different VXLAN, or GRE tunnels. In this case, isolation relies on the trust associated to the different switches and router. In case of a lack of trust on the on-path elements, authenticated encryption may be used to provide a logical isolation. With authenticated encryption, trust is placed on the end points. Note also that encryption can also be used in combination of other isolation mechanisms in order to increase the level of isolation.

REQ2: Activity on each interface between planes MUST be monitored and regularly audited.

REQ3: Each interface between planes MUST be provided means to filter traffic or rate-limit the traffic. Filtering and rate-
limiting policies may be finer grained and may apply for a subset of traffic.

6.1. SFC Control Plane Isolation

In order to limit the risks of an attack from the SFC Control Plane, effort should be made in order to restrict the capabilities and the information provided by the SFC Data Plane to the SFC Control Plane to the authorized tenants only. In this case the authorized tenants are the users or organizations responsible for the SFC domain.

REQ4: Tenants of the SFC Control Plane SHOULD authenticate in order to prevent tenant’s usurpation or communication hijacking.

REQ5: Communications between SFC Control Plane and the SFC Data Plane MUST be authenticated and encrypted in order to preserve privacy. The purpose of encryption in this case prevents an attacker to be aware of the action performed by the SFC Control Plane. Such information may be used to orchestrate an attack - especially when SFC component report their CPU/network load.

REQ6: Strong access control policies SHOULD be enforced. Control SHOULD be performed on the engaged resource (e.g. CPU, memory, disk access for example) and SHOULD be associated explicitly to authorized tenants. By default, a tenant SHOULD be denied any access to resource, and access SHOULD be explicit.

When possible, the use of API is recommended in order to limit the scope of possible interactions between the SFC Control Plane and the SFC Data Plane. This is one way to limit the possibilities of the tenants. In addition, each of these actions should be associated an authorized tenant, as well as authorized parameters.

REQ7: Audit SHOULD be performed regularly to check access control policies are still up-to-date and prevent non-authorized users to control the SFC Data Plane.

6.2. SFC Management Plane Isolation

The requirements for the SFC Control Plane and SFC Management Plane are similar. The main difference of the interfaces between the SFC Management Plane and the SFC Control Plane is that it is less likely that APIs could be used to configure the different SFC components. As a result, users of the SFC Management Plane are likely to have a broader and wider control over the SFC component.
REQ8: it is RECOMMENDED to enforce stronger authentication mechanisms (for example relying on hardware tokens or keys) and to limit the scope of administrative roles on a per component basis.

REQ9: SFC Control Plane and SFC Management Plane may present some overlap. Each SFC component MUST have clear policies in case these two planes enter in conflict.

6.3. Tenant’s Users Data Plane Isolation

The Tenant’s Users Data Plane is supposed to have less restricted access control than the other SFC Management Plane and SFC Control Planes. A typical use case could be that each tenant are controlling and managing the SFC in order to provide services to their associated users. The number of users interacting with the SFC Data Plane is expected to be larger than the number of tenants interacting with the SFC Control and SFC Management Planes. In addition, the scope of communications initiated or terminating at the user end points is likely to be unlimited compared to the scope of communications between the tenants and the SFC Control Plane or SFC Management Plane. In such cases, the tenant may be provided two roles. One to grant access to the SFC, and another one to control and manage the SFC. These two roles should be able to interact and communicate.

REQ10: Users SHOULD be authenticated, and only being granted access to the SFC if authorized. Authorization may be provided by the SFC itself or outside the SFC.

REQ11: Filtering policies SHOULD prevent access to a user, or traffic when a malicious behavior is noticed. A malicious activity may be noticed once a given behavioral pattern is detected or when unexpected load is monitored in the SFC Data Plane.

REQ12: Tenant’s User Plane SHOULD be monitored, in order to detect malicious behaviors.

REQ13: When SFC is used by multiple tenants, each tenant’s traffic SHOULD be isolated based on authenticated information. More specifically, the use of a Classifier that can easily be spoofed like an IP address SHOULD NOT be used.

7. SFC Data Plane Requirements

This section provides requirements and recommendation for the SFC Data Plane.

REQ14: Communications within the SFC Data Plane MUST be authenticated in order to prevent the traffic to be modified by an attacker.
As a result, authentication includes the SFC Encapsulation as well as the SFC payload.

REQ15: Communication MUST NOT reveal privacy sensitive metadata.

REQ16: The metadata provided in the communication MUST be limited in terms of volume as to limit the amplification factor as well as fragmentation.

REQ17: Metadata SHOULD NOT be considered by the SFF for forwarding decision. In fact, the inputs considered for switching the packet to the next SFF or a SF should involve a minimum processing operation to be read. More specifically, these inputs are expected fixed length value fields in the SFC Encapsulation header rather than any TLV format.

REQ18: When multiple tenants share a given infrastructure, the traffic associated to each tenant MUST be authenticated and respective Tenant’s Users Planes MUST remain isolated. More specifically, if for example, a SFC Classifier is shared between multiple tenants. The Classifier used to associate the SFC MUST be authenticated. This is to limit the use of spoofed Classifiers. In any case, the SFC component that receives traffic from multiple tenants is assumed to be trusted.

REQ19: Being a member of a SFC domain SHOULD be explicitly mentioned by the node and means should be provided so the SFC domain the node belongs to may be checked. Such requirement intends to prevent a packet to go outside a SFC domain, for example in the case of a man-in-the-middle attacks, where a redirection occurs outside the SFC domain. It is expected that most deployment will rely on border / port mechanisms that prevent outsider users from injecting packets with spoofed metadata. Although such mechanisms are strongly recommended to deploy, in case of failure, they do not prevent man-in-the-middle attack outside the SFC domain.

In addition, the following operational requirements have been identified:

REQ20: SFC components should be uniquely identified and have their own cryptographic material. In other words the use of a shared secret for all nodes SHOULD NOT be considered as one corrupted node would be able to impersonate any node of the SFC Data Plane. This is especially useful for audit.
REQ21: Activity in the SFC Data Plane MUST be monitored and Audit regularly.

REQ22: Isolate the Plane with border and firewall rules.

8. Additional Requirements

REQ23: SFC Encapsulation SHOULD carry some identification so it can be associated to the appropriated SFP as well as its position within the SFC or SFP. Indicating the SFP ID may be sufficient as long as a SFP can uniquely be associated to a single SFC. Otherwise, the SFC should be also indicated. This is especially useful for audit and to avoid traffic coming from one SFC to mix with another SFC.

REQ24: SFC Encapsulation MUST be integrity protected to prevent attackers from modifying the SFP ID.

9. Security Considerations

10. Privacy Considerations

11. IANA Considerations
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1. Introduction

Service function chaining provides a mechanism for network traffic to be forced through multiple service functions in a sequence. Metadata can be useful to service functions. Network Service Headers (NSH) provides support for carrying shared metadata between service functions (and devices) using 4 fixed-length 32-bit context headers as defined in [ietf-sfc-nsh]. NSH is then encapsulated within an outer header for transport.

This document provides a recommended default allocation scheme for the fixed-length context headers in the context of service chaining within fixed and mobile broadband service provider networks. Supporting use cases describing the need for a metadata header in these contexts are described in [ietf-sfc-use-case-mobility]. This draft does not address control plane mechanisms.

2. Definition Of Terms

This document uses the terms as defined in [RFC7498] and [RFC7665].
3. Network Service Header (NSH) Context Headers

In Service Function Chaining, the Network Service Header is composed of a 4-byte base header (BH1), a 4-byte service path header (SH1) and four mandatory 4-byte context headers (CH1-CH4) as described in [ietf-sfc-nsh].

```
     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Ver|O|C|R|R|R|R|R|   Length  | MD Type = 0x01| Next Protocol | BH1
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Service Path ID | Service Index | SH1
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Mandatory Context Header 1                     |
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Mandatory Context Header 2                     |
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Mandatory Context Header 3                     |
    +-----------------------------------------------+
    | Mandatory Context Header 4                     |
    +-----------------------------------------------+
```

Figure 1: Network Service Header - MD Type 0x01

4. Recommended Mobility Context Allocation

The following context header allocation provides information to support service function chaining in a mobile service provider network as described in [ietf-sfc-use-case-mobility].

The set of context headers can be delivered to service functions that can use the metadata within to enforce policy, communicate between service functions, provide subscriber information and other functionality. Several of the context headers are typed allowing for different metadata to be provided to different service functions or even to the same service function but on different packets within a flow. Which metadata are sent to which service functions is decided in the SFC control plane and is thus out of the scope of this document.
Figure 2 provides a high-level description of the fields in the recommended allocation of the fixed context headers for a mobility context.

5. Broadband Allocation Specifics

The intended use for each of the context header allocations is as follows:

R  - Reserved.

Sub  - Sub/Endpoint ID type field. These bits determine the type of the 64-bit Sub/Endpoint ID field that spans CH2 and CH3.

Tag  - The Tag field indicates the type of the ServiceTag field in CH4.

Context ID  - The Context ID field allows the Subscriber/Endpoint ID field to be scoped. For example, the Context ID field could contain the incoming VRF, VxLAN VNID, VLAN, or policy identifier within which the Subscriber/Endpoint ID field is defined.

Sub/App ID  - 64-bit length Subscriber/Endpoint identifier (e.g., IMSI, MSISDN, or implementation-specific Endpoint ID) of the corresponding subscriber/machine/application for the flow. This field is typed by the value of the Sub field as follows:

000  - If the Sub field is not set, then the 64-bit Sub/Endpoint ID field is an opaque field that can be used or ignored by service functions as determined by the control plane.

001  - The Sub/Endpoint ID field contains an IMSI [itu-e-164].

010  - The Sub/Endpoint ID field contains an MSISDN (8-15 digit) [itu-e-164].
011 - The Sub/Endpoint ID field contains a 64-bit identifier that can be used to group flows (e.g., in Machine-to-Machine, M2M).

100-111 - Reserved.

ServiceTag - A ServiceTag is a unique identifier that can carry metadata specific to the flow or subscriber identified in the Sub/App ID field. Some types for this field are specified by the Tag field as follows:

000 - If the Tag field is not set, then the ServiceTag field in CH4 is an opaque field that can be used or ignored by service functions as determined by the control plane.

001 - The ServiceTag field in CH4 contains information related to the Radio Access Network (RAN) for the subscriber as follows in Figure 3. Note that these values should correspond to those that can be obtained for the flow from the corresponding 3GPP PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function) component using Diameter as described in [TS.29.230].

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| CAN |      QoS      |U| Con |    App Id               | Rsvd  | CH4
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 3: Service Tag RAN Allocation

CAN - IP-CAN-Type (Diameter AVP code 1027).

QoS - QoS-Class-Identifier AVP (Diameter AVP code 1028).

U - QoS-Upgrade AVP (Diameter AVP code 1030).

Con - Congestion level.

App Id - Application ID describing the flow type. Allocation of IDs is done in the control plane and is out of the scope of this document.

Rsvd - Reserved.

010-111 - Reserved.
6. Context Allocation and Control Plane Considerations

This document describes an allocation scheme for the mandatory context headers in the context of mobile service providers. This suggested allocation of context headers should be considered as a guideline and may vary depending on the use case. The control plane aspects of specifying and distributing the allocation scheme among different service functions within the Service Function Chaining environment to guarantee consistent semantics for the metadata is beyond the scope of this document.

7. Security Considerations

The context header allocation recommended by this document includes numbers that must be distributed consistently across a Service Function Chaining environment. Protocols for distributing these numbers securely are required in the control plane, but are out of scope of this document.

Furthermore, some of the metadata carried in the context headers require secure methods to prevent spoofing or modification by service function elements that may themselves be exposed to subscriber traffic and thus might be compromised. This document does not address such security concerns.

8. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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1. Introduction

Service Functions (e.g., Firewall, NAT, Proxies and Intrusion Prevention Systems) generate packets in the reverse flow direction destined to the source of the current in-process packet/flow. This is a basic intrinsic functionality and therefore needs to be supported in a service function chaining deployment.
2. Problem Statement

The challenge of this functionality in service chain environments is that generated packets need to traverse in the reverse order the same Service Functions traversed by original packet that triggered the packet generation.

Although this might seem to be a straightforward problem, on further inspection there are a few interesting challenges that need to be solved. First and foremost a few requirements need to be met in order to allow a packet to make its way through back to its source through the service path:

- A symmetric path ID needs to exist. Symmetric path is discussed in [SymmetricPaths]
- The SF needs to be able encapsulate such error or proxy packets in a encapsulation transport such as VXLAN-GPE [I-D.ietf-nvo3-vxlan-gpe] + NSH header [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]
- The SF needs to be able to determine, directly or indirectly, the symmetric path ID and associated next service-hop index or, alternatively, indicate reverse path for the service path ID in the original packet

3. Definitions and Acronyms

The reader should be familiar with the terms contained in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh], [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and [I-D.ietf-nvo3-vxlan-gpe]

4. Assumptions

We make the following assumption throughout this document

1. An SF could be connected to more than one SFF directly. In other words, a SF can be multi-homed and each connection can use different encapsulations.

2. After forwarding a packet to an SF, the SFF always has connectivity to the next hop SFF to complete the path. This means the following scenario is not possible (SFF2 cannot complete the forward path which contains SFF3 and potentially SFs connected to SFF3)
In the figure below, if SF2 is directly connected to SFF2A and SFF2B, there could be a case that SFF2A only has the forwarding rules for the forward path, and SFF2B only has the forwarding rules for the reverse path.
Symmetric Paths:
RSFP Forward -> SFF1A : SF1 : SFF1A : SFF2A : SF2 :
SFF2A : SFF3A : SF3 : SFF3A...
RSFP Reverse <- SFF1B : SF1 : SFF1B : SFF2B : SF2 :
SFF2B : SFF3B : SF3 : SFF3B

Asymmetric Paths (skipping SF2 on reverse):
RSFP Forward -> SFF1A : SF1 : SFF1A : SFF2A : SF2 :
SFF2A : SFF3A : SF3 : SFF3A...
RSFP Reverse <- SFF1B : SF1 : SFF1B :
SFF2B : SFF3B : SF3 : SFF3B

4. Assumption #2 allows an SF to always bounce a packet back to the
SFF that originally sent the packet. Due to #3, an SF has to
determine which SFF to send the generated packet to. It cannot
treat generated packet the same way as forwarded packet, as in
#2.

These assumptions make sense for certain implementation. However,
some implementations may not have the constraints in #3, which will
simplify the SF logic in handling generated traffic. The 3
assumptions can be illustrated below. The SFF "A"s only have
knowledge for the forward path, and SFF "B"s only have knowledge for
the reverse path. When SF2 generates a packet in the reverse
direction, SF2 must determine which SFF (‘A’ or ‘B’) should receive
the packet.
5. Service Function Behavior

When a Service Function wants to send packets to the reverse direction back to the source it needs to know the symmetric service path ID (if it exists) and associated service index. This information is not available to Service Functions since they do not need to perform a next-hop service lookup. There are four recommended approaches to solve this problem and we assume different implementations might make different choices.

1. The SF can receive service path forwarding information in the same manner a SFF does.

2. The SF can send the packet in the forward direction but set appropriate bits in the NSH header requesting a SFF to send the packet back to the source.

3. The classifier can encode all information the SF needs to send a reverse packet in the metadata header.

4. The controller uses a deterministic algorithm when creating the associated symmetric path ID and service index.

We will discuss the ramifications of these approaches in the next sections.

5.1. SF receives Reverse Forwarding Information

This solution is easy to understand but brings a change on how traditionally service functions operate. It requires SFs to receive and process a subset of the information a SFF does. When a SF wants to send a packet to the source, the SF uses information conveyed via the control plane to impose the correct NSH header values.

Advantages:

- Changes are restricted to SF and controller, no changes to SFF
- Incremental deployment possible
- No protocol between SF and SFF, which avoids interoperability issues
- No performance penalty on SFF due to in or out-of-band protocol

Disadvantages:
o SFs need to process and understand Rendered Service Path messages from controller

This solution can be characterized by putting the burden on the SF, but that brings the advantage of being self-contained (as well as providing a mechanism for other features). Also, many SFs have policy or classification function which in fact makes them a classifier and SF combination in practice.

5.2. SF requests SFF cooperation

These solutions can be characterized by distributing the burden between SF and SFF. In this section we discuss two possible in-band solutions: using OAM header and using a reserved bit ‘R’ in the NSH header.

5.2.1. OAM Header

When the SF needs to send a packet in the reverse direction it will set the OAM bit in the NSH header and use an OAM protocol [I-D.penno-sfc-trace] to request that the SFF impose a new, reverse path NSH header. Post imposition, the SFF forwards the packet correctly.

SF Reverse Packet Request

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Ver | 1 | C | R | R | R | R | R |   Length  |  MD-type=0x1  | OAM Protocol |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|          Service Path ID                      | Service Index |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | S |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | SF |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | FC |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Mandatory Context Header                       | |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Rev. Pkt Req |         Original NSH headers (optional)       | O |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                   | A |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

(postamble)
Ver: 1
OAM Bit: 1
Length: 6
MD-Type: 1
Next Protocol: OAM Protocol
Rev. Pkt Req: 1 Reverse packet request

Advantages:
- SF does not need to process and understand control plane path messages.
- Clear division of labor between SF and SFF.
- Extensible
- Original NSH header could be carried inside OAM protocol which leaves metadata headers available for SF-SFF communication.

Disadvantages:
- SFFs need to process and understand a new OAM message type
- Possible interoperability issues between SF-SFF
- SFF Performance penalty

5.2.2. Service Function Forwarder Behavior

In the case where the SF has all the information to send the packet back to the origin no changes are needed at the SFF. When an SF requests SFF cooperation the SFF MUST be able to process the OAM message used to signal reverse path forwarding.

- Process/decode OAM message
- Examine and act on any metadata present in the NSH header
- Examine its forwarding tables and find the reverse path-id and index of the next service-hop

The reverse path can be found in the Rendered Service Path Yang model [RSPYang] that conveyed to the SFF when a path is constructed.
If a SFF does not understand the OAM message it just forwards the packet based on the original path-id and index. Since it is a special OAM packet, it tells other SFFs and SFs that they should process it differently. For example, a downstream intrusion detection SF might not associate flow state with this packet.

5.2.3. Reserved bit

In this solution the SF sets a reversed bit in the NSH that carries the same semantic as in the OAM solution discussed previously. This solution is simpler from a SF perspective but requires allocating one of the reserved bits. Another issue is that the metadata in the original packet might be overwritten by SFs or SFFs in the path.

When a SFF receives a NSH packet with the reversed bit set, it shall look up a preprogrammed table to map the Service Path ID and Index in the NSH packet into the reverse Service Path ID and Index. The SFF would then use the new reverse ID and Index pair to determine the SF/SFF which is in the reverse direction.

Advantages:

- No protocol header overhead
- Limited performance impact on SF

Disadvantages:

- Use of a reserved bit
- SFF Performance penalty
- Not extensible

5.3. Classifier Encodes Information

This solution allows the Service Function to send a reverse packet without interactions with the controller or SFF, therefore it is very attractive. Also, it does not need to have the OAM bit set or use a reserved bit. The penalty is that for a MD Type-1 packet a significant amount of information (48 bits) need to be encoded in the metadata section of the packet and this data can not be overwritten. Ideally this metadata would need to be added by the classifier.

The Rendered Service Path yang model [RSPYang] already provides all the necessary information that a classifier would need to add to the metadata header. An explanation of this method is better served with an examples.
5.3.1. Symmetric Service Paths

The figure below shows a simple SFC with symmetric service paths comprising three SFs.

...............SFP2 Forward.........................>

Forward SI 253 252 251

+---+ .-. .-. .-. +---+
|   | / \ / \ / \ |
| A +-------( SF1 )------( SF2 )------( SF3 )------| B |
|   | \ / \ / \ / |
|   | `-` `-` `-` `-` +---+

Reverse SI 253 254 255

<....................SFP3 (Reverse of SFP2).....................

SFP2 Forward -> SF1 : SF2 : SF3
SFP3 Reverse <- SF1 : SF2 : SF3
RSP2 Forward -> SF1 : SF2 : SF3
RSP3 Reverse <- SF1 : SF2 : SF3

Figure 1: SFC example with symmetric path

Below we see the JSON objects of the two symmetric paths depicted above.

RENDERED_SERVICE_PATH_RESP_JSON = ""
{
    "rendered-service-paths": {
        "rendered-service-path": [
            {
                "name": "SFC1-SFP1-Path-2-Reverse",
                "transport-type": "service-locator:vxlan-gpe",
                "parent-service-function-path": "SFC1-SFP1",
                "path-id": 3,
                "service-chain-name": "SFC1",
                "starting-index": 255,
                "rendered-service-path-hop": [
                    {
                        "hop-number": 0,
                        "service-index": 255,
                    }
                ]
            }
        ]
    }
}
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF3",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF3"
},
{
"hop-number": 1,
"service-index": 254,
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF2",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF2"
},
{
"hop-number": 2,
"service-index": 253,
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF1",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF1"
}
],
"symmetric-path-id": 2
",
{
"name": "SFC1-SFP1-Path-2",
"transport-type": "service-locator:vxlan-gpe",
"parent-service-function-path": "SFC1-SFP1",
"path-id": 2,
"service-chain-name": "SFC1",
"starting-index": 253,
"rendered-service-path-hop": [
{
"hop-number": 0,
"service-index": 253,
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF1",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF1"
},
{
"hop-number": 1,
"service-index": 252,
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF2",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF2"
},
{
"hop-number": 2,
"service-index": 251,
"service-function-forwarder-locator": "eth0",
"service-function-name": "SF3",
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF3"
}]
}
"service-function-forwarder": "SFF3"
},
"symmetric-path-id": 3
}
}

We will assume the classifier will encode the following information in the metadata:

- symmetric path-id = 2 (24 bits)
- symmetric starting index = 253 (8 bits)
- symmetric number of hops = 3 (8 bits)
- starting index = 255 (8 bits)

In the method below we will assume SF will generate a reverse packet after decrementing the index of the current packet. We will call that current index.

If SF1 wants to generate a reverse packet it can find the appropriate index by applying the following algorithm:

\[
\text{current\_index} = 252 \\
\text{remaining\_hops} = \text{symmetric\_number\_hops} - \text{starting\_index} - \text{current\_index} \\
\text{reverse\_service\_index} = \text{symmetric\_starting\_index} - \text{remaining\_hops} - 1 \\
\text{reverse\_service\_index} = \text{next\_service\_hop\_index} = 253 - 0 - 1 = 252
\]

The "-1" is necessary for the service index to point to the next service hop.

If SF2 wants to send reverse packet:

\[
\text{current\_index} = 253 \\
\text{remaining\_hops} = 3 - (255 - 253) = 1 \\
\text{reverse\_service\_index} = \text{next\_service\_hop\_index} = 253 - 1 - 1 = 251
\]

IF SF3 wants to send reverse packet:

\[
\text{current\_index} = 254 \\
\text{remaining\_hops} = 3 - (255 - 254) = 2 \\
\text{reverse\_service\_index} = \text{next\_service\_hop\_index} = 253 - 2 - 1 = 250
\]
The following tables summarize the service indexes as calculated by each SF in the forward and reverse paths respectively.

(F preamble)

Fwd SI = forward Service Index
Cur SI = Current Service Index
Gen SI = Service Index for Generated packets

RSFP1 Forward -
  Number of Hops: 3
  Forward Starting Index: 253
  Reverse Starting Index: 255

+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|  SF   |  SF1   |  SF2   |  SF3   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Fwd SI |  253   |  252   |  251   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Cur SI |  252   |  251   |  250   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Gen SI |  252   |  253   |  254   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+

RSFP1 Reverse -
  Number of Hops: 3
  Reverse Starting Index: 255
  Forward Starting Index: 253

+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|  SF   |  SF1   |  SF2   |  SF3   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Rev SI |  253   |  254   |  255   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Cur SI |  252   |  253   |  254   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+
|Gen SI |  252   |  251   |  250   |
+-------+--------+--------+--------+

Figure 2: Service indexes generated by each SF in the symmetric forward and reverse paths

5.3.2. Analysis

Advantages:

- SF does not need to request SFF cooperation or contact controller
No SFF performance impact

Disadvantages:

- Metadata overhead in case MD-Type 2 is used
- Relies on classifier or SFF to encode metadata information
- If classifier will encode information it needs to receive and process rendered service path information
- SFF needs to decrement NOP associated indexes

5.4. Algorithmic Reversed Path ID Generation

In these proposals no extra storage is required from the NSH and SFF does not need to know how to handle the reversed packet nor does it know about it. Reverse Path is programmed by Orchestrator and used by SF having the need to send upstream traffic.

5.4.1. Same Path-ID and Disjoint Index Spaces

Instead of defining a new Service Path ID, the same Service Path ID is used. The Orchestrator must define the reverse chain of service using a different range of Service Path Index. It is also assumed that the reverse packet must go through the same number of Services as its forward path. It is proposed that Service Path Index (SPI) 1..127 and 255..129 are the exact mirror of each other.

Here is an example: SF1, SF2, and SF3 are identified using Service Path Index (SPI) 8, 7 and 6 respectively.

Path 100 Index 8 - SF1
Path 100 Index 7 - SF2
Path 100 Index 6 - SF3
Path 100 Index 5 - Terminate

At the same time, Orchestrator programs SPI 248, 249 and 250 as SF1, SF2 and SF3. Orchestrator also programs SPI 247 as "terminate". Reverse-SPI = 256 - SPI.

Path 100 Index 247 - Terminate
Path 100 Index 248 (256 - 8) - SF1
Path 100 Index 249 (256 - 7) - SF2
Path 100 Index 250 (256 - 6) - SF3

If SF3 needs to send the packet in reverse direction, it calculates the new SPI as 256 - 6 (6 is the SPI of the packet) and obtained 250. It then subtract the SPI by 1 and send the packet back to SFF

Subsequently, SFF received the packet and sees the SPI 249. It then diverts the packet to SF2, etc. Eventually, the packet SPI will drop to 247 and the SFF will strip off the NSH and deliver the packet.

The same mechanism works even if SF1 later decided to send back another upstream packet. The packet can ping-pong between SF1 and SF3 using existing mechanism.

Advantages:
- No precious NSH area is consumed
- SF self-contained solution
- No SFF performance impact and no cooperation needed
- No Special Classification required

Disadvantages:
- SPI range is reduced and may become incompatible with existing topology
- Assumption that the reverse path Service Functions are the same as forward path, only in reverse
- Reverse paths need to use Service Index = 128 for loop detection instead of SI = 0.

In either case, the SF must have the knowledge through Orchestrator that the reverse path has been programmed and the method (SPI only or SPI + SPID bit) to use.

The symmetrization mechanism keep reverse path symmetric as described in section 6 can be applied in this method as well.
5.4.2. Flip Path-Id and Index High Order bits

An alternative to reducing Service Path Index range is to make use of a different Service Path ID, e.g. the most significant bit. The bit can be flipped when the SF needs to send packet in reverse. However, the negation of the SPI is still required, e.g. SPI 6 becomes SPI 134.

This approach is fully compatible with the current NSH protocol standard and provides a fully deterministic way of determining reverse paths. It is the recommended approach.

6. Asymmetric Service Paths

In real world the forward and reverse paths can be asymmetric, comprising different set of SFs or SFs in different orders. The following figure illustrates an example. The forward path is composed of SF1, SF2, SF4 and SF5, while the reverse path skips SF5 and has SF3 in place of SF2.
Figure 3: SFC example with asymmetric paths

An asymmetric SFC can have completely independent forward and reverse paths. An SF’s location in the forward path can be different from that in the reverse path. An SF may appear only in the forward path but not reverse (and vice-versa). In order to use the same algorithm to calculate the service index generated by an SF, one design option is to insert special NOP SFs in the rendered service paths so that each SF is positioned symmetrically in the forward and reverse rendered paths. The SFP corresponding to the example above is:

SFP1 Forward -> SF1 : SF2 : NOP : SF4 : SF5
SFP2 Reverse <- SF1 : NOP : SF3 : SF4 : NOP

The NOP SF is assigned with a sequential service index the same way as a regular SF. The SFP receiving a packet with the service path ID and service index corresponding to a NOP SF should advance the
service index till the service index points to a regular SF. Implementation can use a loopback interface or other methods on the SFF to skip the NOP SFs.

Once the NOP SF is inserted in the rendered service paths, the forward and reverse paths become symmetric. The same algorithm can be applied by the SFs to generate service indexes in the opposite directional path. The following tables list the service indexes corresponding to the example above.

Fwd SI = forward Service Index
Cur SI = Current Service Index
Gen SI = Service Index for Generated packets

RSP1 Forward -
Number of hops: 5
Forward Starting Index: 250
Reverse Starting Index: 255

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>SF1</th>
<th>SF2</th>
<th>NOP</th>
<th>SF4</th>
<th>SF5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fwd SI</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cur SI</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen SI</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RSP1 Reverse -
Number of hops: 5
Reverse Starting Index: 255
Forward Starting Index: 250

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>SF1</th>
<th>NOP</th>
<th>SF3</th>
<th>SF4</th>
<th>NOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rev SI</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cur SI</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen SI</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This symmetrization of asymmetric paths could be performed by a controller during path creation.
7. Metadata

A crucial consideration when generating a packet is which metadata should be included in the context headers. In some scenarios if the metadata is not present the packet will not reach its intended destination. Although one could think of many different ways to convey this information, we believe the solution should be simple and require little or no new Service Function functionality.

We assume that a Service Function normally needs to know the semantics of the context headers in order to perform its functions. But clearly knowing the semantics of the metadata is not enough. The issue is that although the SF knows the semantics of the metadata when it receives a packet, it might not be able to generate or retrieve the correct metadata values to insert in the context headers when generating a packet. It is usually the classifier that insert the metadata in the context headers.

In order to solve this problem we propose the notion of service-path-invariant metadata. This is metadata that is the same for all packets traversing a certain path. For example, if all packets exiting a service-path need to be routed to a certain VPN, the VPN id would be a path-invariant metadata. Since the controller needs to send the semantics of the metadata present in the context headers to each Service Function, it is straightforward to send along the values of the path-invariant metadata. Therefore when the Service Function generates a packet it can insert the minimum required metadata for a packet to reach its destination.

There is a second type of metadata that the Service Function can provide the appropriate values, the one that it would be responsible for inserting anyway as part of packet processing.

Finally if the packet needs crucial metadata values that can not be supplied by the two methods above then a reclassification is needed. This reclassification would need to be done by the classifier that would normally process packets in the reverse path or a SFF that had the same rules and capabilities. Ideally the first SFF that processes the generated packet.

8. Other solutions

We explored other solution that we deemed to complex or that would bring a severe performance penalty:

- An out-of-band request-response protocol between SF-SFF. Given that some service functions need to be able to generate packets quite often this will would create a considerable performance penalty.
penalty. Specially given the fact that path-ids (and their symmetric counterpart) might change and SF would not be notified, therefore caching benefits will be limited.

- An out-of-band request-response protocol between SF-Controller. Given that admin or network conditions can trigger service path creation, update or deletions a SF would not be aware of new path attributes. The controller should be able to push new information as it becomes available to the interested parties.

- SF (or SFF) punts the packet back to the controller. This solution obviously has severe scaling limitations.

9. Implementation

The solutions "Reversed Path derived using Forward Path ID and Index Method" and "SF receives Reverse Forwarding Information" were implemented in Opendaylight
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1. Introduction

This document adheres to the architecture defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]. This document assumes the reader is familiar with [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and [I-D.ww-sfc-control-plane].

This document focuses on aspects related to passing host- and subscriber-related information to upstream SFs when required for the sake of policy enforcement. Indeed, subscriber-related information may be needed for upstream service functions (SFs) when per-subscriber policies are to be enforced upstream in the network while the information conveyed by the original packets does not allow for uniquely identifying a host or a subscriber.

Host-related information may be required to implement services such as Traffic policy control, or Parental Control Function and Traffic Offload that are commonly used by operators to enable advanced services to the customers used in typical home network architectures [I-D.liu-sfc-use-cases].

Another typical example is the applicability of service chaining in the context of mobile networks (typically, in the 3GPP defined (S)Gi Interface) [I-D.ietf-sfc-use-case-mobility]. Because of the
widespread use of private addressing in those networks, if advanced SFs to be invoked are located after a NAT device (that can reside in the PGW or in a distinct operator-specific node), the identification based on the internal IP address is not anymore possible once the NAT has been crossed. For this reason, means to allow passing the internal information may ease the operation of an SFC-enabled domain. Furthermore, some SFs that are not enabled on the PGW may require a subscriber identifier e.g., International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) to execute their function. Other use cases that suffer from identification problems are discussed in [RFC7620].

Because both a host and subscriber Identifiers may be required in some scenarios, this document defines two objects that allow carrying this information.

This document does not make any assumption about the structure of these identifiers; each information is treated as an opaque value. The meaning and validation of each of these identifiers can be the responsibility of the control plane [I-D.ww-sfc-control-plane].

Once the host-related and/or subscriber-related information is consumed by SFC-aware functional elements, the information is stripped from packets so that privacy-sensitive information is not leaked outside an SFC-enabled domain. See Section 7 for more discussion on privacy.

Within this document, only identification issues for the sake of services in a local administrative domain are discussed. Global identification issues are out of scope.

2. Conventions and Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Problem Space and Sample Use Cases

Enforcing Policies based on internal IP address:

Because of the address sharing, implicit CPE/UE identification that relies on the source IP address cannot be implemented within the administrative domain because the same IP address is shared among various connected devices (CPE for the fixed case or UE for the mobile case). In the meantime, policies are something provisioned based on the internal IP address assigned to those devices. Means to pass the internal IP address beyond an address sharing device for the
sake of per-host or per-subscriber policy enforcement is needed in some SFC deployments.

Also, stable identifiers such as MAC address, IMSI can be passed.

Enforcing Policies based on a subscriber identifier:

In case some deployments may require per-subscriber policies, a means is required to pass subscriber ID to those upstream SFs which are responsible for or rely on policy enforcement.

Below we present some use cases where problems related to enforcing policies based on subscriber and/or host identities cannot be achieved in service function chaining. It is important to note that subscriber and host identification due to address and prefix sharing is not specific to the service function chaining. This problem occurs in many other use cases as discussed in [RFC7620].

3.1. Parental Control Use Case

Parental control service function searches each packet for certain content, e.g. destination addresses corresponding to certain URL like www.thisbizarresite.com. Parental control function should keep this information (URL and source IP address) in its cache so that all subsequent packets can be filtered for certain users from the Web server [WT317].

Parental control function receives next packet from the recorded URL. Enforcing the parental control policies may depend on the internal IP address, i.e., the address of the host that is being subject to the parental control. Parental control function must be able to identify incoming traffic to be filtered, e.g. specific URL information. All other traffic is not subject to filtering. Parental control function filters all traffic coming from indicated URL only for the specific hosts identified by the service logic.

For the virtual CPE case, the access node will receive privately-addressed packets. Because private addresses are overlapping between several subscribers, the internal IP address will need to be copied into a dedicated field (Host ID context) so that upstream function responsible for Parental Control can process the packets appropriately. Furthermore, the subscriber identifier may also be required for authorization purposes.
3.2. Traffic Offload Use Case

Traffic offload service function works on each flow/service originated from mobile terminal and decides if it should be offloaded to the broadband network or sent back to the mobile network. In this use case policy enforcement is based on the subscriber identifier. The broadband network must obtain the subscription profile from the mobile network and decide if the traffic coming from this subscriber needs to be offloaded or not. If offloading is needed, this usually means that the subscriber identifier needs to be known on the SFC-aware forwarders.

3.3. Mobile Network Use Cases

Many service functions (SF) can be executed in different combinations in a mobile network [I-D.ietf-sfc-use-case-mobility]. Placement of NAT function plays an important role if it is used.

If NAT function is collocated with P-GW as in [TR23.975] or is located right after the P-GW then all service functions located upstream can only see the translated address as the source address from all User Equipments (UEs). Internal IP address-related part of their policy set won’t be able to execute their service logic. As a consequence, means to pass the internal IP address (i.e., the original one before executing the NAT function) through the service chain may be needed.

Note that the same problem occurs in case IPv6 is being used by UEs but UEs need to communicate with an external legacy server which is IPv4-only. This can be made possible with NAT64 as described in [RFC6146]. NAT64 uses IPv4 address on its outgoing interface which is shared by all UEs. So in the case of NAT64 host identification also becomes an issue in service chaining.

4. Host and Subscriber Identification SFC Meta Data

Host Identifier and Subscriber Identifier are defined as optional variable length context headers as defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]. Their structure is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. Host Identifier context header may convey an internal IP address, VLAN or MAC address.

While the subscriber identifier itself is used to convey an identifier already assigned by the service provider to uniquely identify a subscriber, the structure of the identifier is deployment-specific. Typically, this header may convey the IMSI, opaque subscriber Identifier, etc.
The classifier and SFC-aware Service Functions MAY be instructed via a control interface to inject or strip a host identifier and/or subscriber identifier context headers. Also, the data to be injected in such header SHOULD be configured to nodes authorized to inject such headers. Failures to inject such headers SHOULD be logged locally while a notification alarm MAY be sent to a Control Element. The level of sending notification alarms SHOULD be configurable by the control plane.

The control plane SHOULD instruct Ingress Border Nodes about the behavior to follow when receiving Host ID and/or Subscriber ID context headers from external SFC-enabled domain. If no instruction is provided, the default behavior is to strip such context headers when received from external SFC-enabled domain.

The control plane SHOULD instruct Egress Border Nodes about the behavior to follow for processing packets conveying Host ID and/or Subscriber ID context headers. If no instruction is provided, the default behavior is to strip such context headers before sending the packets outside an SFC-enabled domain.

SFC-aware SFs and Proxies that are not acting as SFC border nodes MAY be instructed to strip a host ID and/or subscriber ID from the packet or to pass the data to the next SF in the chain after consuming the content of the headers. If no instruction is provided, the default behavior is to maintain such context headers so that the information can be passed to next SFC-aware hops.

SFC-aware functions MAY be instructed via the control plane about the validation checks to follow on the content of these context headers (e.g., accept only some lengths) and the behavior to follow. For example, SFC-aware nodes may be instructed to ignore the context header, to remove the context header from the packet, etc. Nevertheless, this specification does not require nor preclude such additional validation checks. These validation checks are deployment-specific. If validation checks fail on a context header, an SFC-aware node ignores that context header. The event SHOULD be logged locally while a notification alarm may be sent to a control element if the SFC-aware node is instructed to do so.

Only one Host Identifier context header MUST be present in the SFC header.

Only one subscriber Identifier context header MUST be present in the SFC header.
The description of the fields is as follows:

The fields TLV Class, etc. are defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]

Host Identifier: Can be IPv4 or IPv6 address, IPv6 prefix, a subset of IP address/prefix, a MAC address, or any deployment-specific identifier. It could also be in Root NAI format containing arbitrary number of characters [TS23.003].

The description of the fields is as follows:

The fields TLV Class, etc. are defined in [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh]

Subscriber Identifier: Conveys an opaque subscriber identifier.

5. IANA Considerations

To be completed.

6. Security Considerations

Data plane SFC-related security considerations are discussed in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture]. Control plane SFC-related security considerations are discussed in [I-D.ww-sfc-control-plane].
Security considerations that are related to the host identifier are discussed in [RFC6967].

A misbehaving node can inject host/subscriber Identifiers to disturb the service offered to some host or subscribers. Also, a misbehaving node can inject host/subscriber identifiers as an attempt to be granted access to some services. To prevent such misbehavior, only trusted nodes MUST be able to inject such context headers. Nodes that are involved in a SFC-enabled domain must be trusted. Means to check that only authorized nodes are solicited when a packet is crossing an SFC-enabled domain.

7. Privacy Considerations

The metadata defined in this document for host and subscriber identifiers may reveal private information about the host and/or the subscriber. Some privacy-related considerations for Internet Protocols are discussed in [RFC6973]. In the light of these privacy considerations, it is important to state that the host and subscriber metadata must not be exposed outside the operator’s domain [I-D.ww-sfc-control-plane].

The information conveyed in host and/or subscriber identifiers is already known to an administrative entity managing an SFC-enabled domain. Some of that information is already conveyed in the original packets from a host (e.g., internal IP address) while other information is collected from various sources (e.g., GTP tunnel, line identifier, etc.). Conveying such sensitive information in packets may expose subscribers’ sensitive data to entities that are not allowed to receive such information. Misconfiguring SFC egress nodes is a threat that may have negative impacts on privacy (e.g., some operational networks leak the MSISDN outside). Operators must ensure their SFC-enabled domain is appropriately configured so that any privacy-related information is not exposed a domain.

Some use cases that rely upon the solution defined in this document may disclose some additional privacy-related information (e.g., a host identifier of a terminal within a customer premises for the parental control case). It is assumed that this information is provided upon approval from a subscriber. For example, a customer may provide the information as part of its service management interface or as part of explicit subscription form. As a common recommendation for deployment relying on SFC header, a CPE MUST NOT leak non-authorized information to the service provider by means of an SFC header. Note, the use cases discussed in this document assume the service header is used exclusively within the service administrative domain. CPEs are not required to be SFC-aware.
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1. Introduction

Network security service nodes participate in Service Function Chaining (SFC) to provide comprehensive solutions for securing campus and data center enterprise networks. Often, network operators deploy various types and instances of security service nodes. These nodes
are complementary to one another for the purpose of coverage, depth of defense, scalability and availability.

In addition to packet forwarding, network security devices can buffer, inject or block certain packets, as well as proxy entire connections. Most of the network security devices maintain state at the connection, session or transaction levels. When used in a SFC environment these security Service Function actions and properties require careful design and extension including the Service Classifier and Service Function itself. This document attempts to describe the detailed use cases that lead to the requirements to support network security functions in SFC.

1.1. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2. Definition Of Terms

This document uses the terms as defined in RFC 7498 [RFC7498], [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture] and [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh].

In addition the following terms are defined.

Security Service Function (Security SF): A Security Service Function is a Service Function that carries out specific security tasks. We limit the scope of security functions to network security in this document (as opposed to functions such as endpoint security). In addition to the general forwarding action, a Security Service Function can buffer, proxy, inject or block certain packets based on its policy. A Security Service Function can maintain state at the connection, session or transaction levels. Sample Security Service Functions are: Firewall, Intrusion Prevention/Detection System (IPS/IDS), Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), Application Visibility and Control (AVC), network virus and malware scanning, sandbox, Data Loss Prevention (DLP), Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation and TLS proxy.

Flow: A flow is a uni-directional traffic stream identified by network layer attributes, specifically IP addresses and TCP/UDP ports for TCP/UDP traffic.

Connection: A connection is a bi-directional traffic stream composed of two flows sharing the same network layer attributes.
3. Characteristics of Security Service Functions

Most Security Service Functions are stateful. They maintain state at the connection, session or transaction levels, depending on the OSI layers that they act on. Many Security Functions require seeing both directions of the client-server traffic in order to maintain state properly. Asymmetric traffic must be normalized before packets reach the Security Functions.

Security Service Functions operate on network layer data with specific behaviors. For example:

1. A Firewall tracks TCP state between the TCP client and server. TCP packets that do not correspond to the Firewall’s maintained state are likely to be dropped.

2. A Firewall can modify the L3/L4 headers for NAT translation. The flow attributes in the packet header may be changed after the packet egresses the Firewall.

3. A Firewall can proxy a TCP connection by sending a TCP ACK on behalf of the endpoint. From the SFC perspective, this results in Service Function generated packets being injected into the service path in the reverse direction.

4. A Firewall or DDoS mitigator can inject TCP layer challenges to the originating client before the intended server receives a packet from the client.

Security Functions also handle packets and examine data at higher OSI layers. For example:

1. A Firewall can inspect the HTTP header and body data. Based on the inspection results, the firewall can decide to drop the packet and/or block the connection completely.

2. A Web proxy can inject an HTTP challenge page into an HTTP transaction for the purposes of authentication and identity collection.

3. At the enterprise edge, a TLS proxy, when authorized, operates as a trusted Man-in-the-Middle to proxy the TLS handshake and decrypt the packet data. The TCP payload may be completely different between ingress and egress of TLS Proxy.

4. A stream scanning service examines a certain set of application data. File scanning engines examine file streams of specific types.
4. Use Cases

4.1. Service Classification Use Cases

4.1.1. Service classification for bi-directional traffic

Many Security Service Functions require receiving bi-directional traffic of a connection. For example, a DDoS mitigator requires to see the return traffic to maintain proper state.

Return traffic (i.e. server to client response) should be classified based on the forward traffic (i.e. the client to server request). This allows server’s return traffic to be associated with the clients forward traffic. The forward and return traffic forms a single bi-directional connection and shares Service Function Paths with similar set of Service Functions.

In the figure below, the Service Classifier handling traffic from Host B must be able to identify return traffic (flow 2) and select the Service Function Path with "DDoS". Flow 1 and 2 form a connection and traverse DDoS in both directions.
4.1.2. Service Classifier to distinguish initiator and responder

Even if a Security Service Function requires receiving bi-directional traffic of a connection, it should not necessarily receive traffic initiated from all network segments for performance, availability, and scalability reasons. For instance, a DDoS mitigator is configured to receive bi-directional traffic initiated from the Internet, but skip traffic initiated from the internal network.

Traffic initiated from a network segment should be classified independently. In Figure 1(b), the Service Classifier for Host B must identify traffic initiated by Host B (flow 3) and classify it...
The Service Classifier must distinguish between flow 2 and flow 3, both of which are from Host B to Host A. In other words, it must be able to identify the initiator and responder of a connection.

A Service Classifier that keeps certain state would be able to handle the above requirements with ease. The state should be accessible by each Service Classifier if there are multiple instances handling traffic sources from various network segments.

4.1.3. Service Classification based on network and application criteria

The Service Classifier evaluates SFC Policies (i.e. Service Policies) in order to determine the traffic and associated Service Function Paths. In the case of Security Service Functions, the Service Policies can contain match criteria derived from all OSI layers of the packet.

SFC classification is often based on network data, including but not limited to: Network interface port, VLAN, source and destination IP addresses, source and destination TCP and UDP ports, IP protocol, etc. These properties can be derived from the packet headers and are consistent across every packet of a flow.

There are match criteria that are desired by Security Service Functions that are either not present in the first packet, or are not present in every packet.

Those criteria may comprise "application data" from above the network layer, referred to as "application criteria". For example, a policy rule may state:

for all TLS traffic, run the traffic through Service Function "TLS Proxy"

Another example of an application layer policy rule is:

for all HTTP traffic with content containing file types of interest, run the traffic through Service Function "File Stream Scanner"

The Service Classifier for Security Service Functions needs to handle complex Service Policy. In some cases, this can be achieved by embedding the Service Classifier function into a Security Service Function, such that it can evaluate the application data as it becomes available.
4.1.4. Switching Service Function Paths based on inspection and scanning results

Network data is likely to be available on the first packet of the flow. When only network data is used as Service Policy match criteria, a stateful Service Classifier will be able to determine the forward and reverse Service Function Paths from the first packet (initial classification). The forward and reverse Service Function Paths remain unchanged for the entire life of the flow for these types of policies.

When the Service Policy contains application criteria, the policy rule may not be fully evaluated until several packets have passed through the chain. For example, TLS traffic can be identified only after the TLS Client Hello handshake message is observed.

Multiple classifiers may be required to provide sufficient classification granularity and complete a full evaluation of the Service Policy. In many cases, classification will be co-located with a Security Service Function that has the ability to inspect and scan the application data.

A new Service Function Path may be selected by a non-initial classification, different from the one determined by the initial classification.

The selection of a new Service Function Path can be reflected in the NSH Service Path Header as a new Service Path ID for the Service Function Forwarder to direct the packet accordingly.

The decision of a new Service Function Path often needs to be stored in Service Function and/or Service Classifier to ensure that subsequent packets of the flow follow the new path. This is because the data that triggers a new Service Function Path may be available from one particular packet only. For example, the packet with the TLS Client Hello message is used to identify a TLS session. Subsequent packets may not contain information for identifying the TLS sessions. All subsequent packets, without being classified again, must travel through the path with the "TLS Proxy" Service Function.
Figure 2: Mid-stream service function path update

Figure 2 illustrates a simple set of Security Functions deployed at the Internet edge. The default Service Function Path is SFP-1, with Service Functions "AVC" and "Firewall". When a TLS session is detected (e.g. by detecting the TLS Client Hello in the AVC Service Function), packets of the flow from that point on are switched to SFP-2, which contains "TLS Proxy" between "AVC" and "Firewall" to decrypt the TLS traffic for inspection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packets</th>
<th>Service Function Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP Handshake</td>
<td>SFP-1. AVC:Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS Client Hello</td>
<td>SFP-1; Switched to SFP-2 after AVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of TLS HS</td>
<td>SFP-2. AVC:TLS Proxy:Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS Data</td>
<td>SFP-2. AVC:TLS Proxy:Firewall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: SFP taken by each packet in an HTTPS connection

Table 1 lists the Service Function Path for each packet in an HTTPS connection, from the TCP 3-way handshake to the HTTPS data packets. A new Service Function Path is selected in the middle of the connection after the TLS Client Hello is observed.
4.2. Service Function Use Cases

4.2.1. Service Classifier-capable Service Function

Service Functions that are capable of selecting a new Service Function Path must have the Service Classifier function integrated. Such Service Functions are often responsible for classification using their inspection and scanning results and updating Service Function Paths based on the Service Policy.

4.2.2. Service Functions operating on L5 or L7 data

Certain Security Service Functions operate on L5 to L7 data. For example, a "TLS Proxy" consumes a TCP stream without retransmitted or overlapping TCP segments. A "Web Proxy" operates on TCP stream of HTTP traffic. The data consumed by such Service Functions may not be in the original packet frame format, and the data may not contain the original L2-L4 header information. Such Service Functions can obtain the session or flow information from the SFC metadata carried in NSH.

4.2.3. Service Function mid-stream pick-up

When a new Service Function Path is selected as a result of Service Policy re-evaluation with application layer policy metadata, a new Service Function may need to start handling packet frames in the middle of a flow. This is referred to as "mid-stream pick-up". Although this is mid-stream from a flow perspective, it is still a complete data stream from the Service Function perspective (e.g., although "TLS Proxy" Service Function may not see the prior TCP handshake packets, it still sees the entire TLS stream). Similarly, transaction based Service Functions only handle packets belonging to a particular transaction. Such Service Function may use the flow ID metadata carried in NSH to link the session back to the flow.
Table 2: Service Functions visited by each packet in an HTTPS connection

Table 2 lists the Service Functions visited by each packet from an HTTPS connection. The first packet that the Service Function "TLS Proxy" receives is the TLS Client Hello, as opposed to the TCP handshake packets prior to it.

4.2.4. Bypassing for a particular Service Function

Certain Security Service Functions can be compute-intensive while only serving a particular task. It may be required to bypass such a Service Function in the middle of a flow. For example:

- "Firewall" may request offloading of certain flows to fast forwarding engine with minimal inspection
- "HTTP Inspector" may decide to not inspect video streams from a site with a high reputation
- "TLS Proxy" may have to avoid decryption of banking traffic for compliance reasons

The decision to bypass a Service Function is made by the Service Function with its static policy, the inspection results and/or mid-stream evaluation of Service Policy.

Even if a flow is offloaded or bypassed, the Security Service Function may want to continue receiving critical packets for state tracking purposes. For example, "Firewall" may want to receive TCP control packets, and "HTTP Inspector" may want to track each transaction in the same flow.
The offloading node can be either the Service Function Forwarder or a capable Service Function with a built-in stateful offloading path (Figure 6). The offloading path tracks the flow state and identifies critical packets to be sent to the bypassed Service Function.
Figure 4: Service function offloading node

To steer traffic to the path that avoids the bypassed Service Function, a Service Function may update the SFC metadata in the packet if the Service Function has knowledge of the relevant Service Function Paths. Alternatively, a Service Function may signal the Service Classifier to update the Service Function Path to exclude the Service Function. Service Function Path updates may be accomplished by selecting a new path (i.e. a new Service Path ID) with the Service Function excluded.

Service Function bypass may also follow the procedure described in "Service Function Simple Offloads" [I-D.kumar-sfc-offloads], where the Service Function signals the Service Function Forwarder to offload a flow. The Service Function Forwarder caches the offload request and bypasses the Service Function in the service path for the remainder of the flow.

4.2.5. Tap mode Service Functions

Certain Service Functions such as an IDS may operate in "tap" mode, i.e. they consume a packet instead of passing the packet through.
The Service Function Forwarder should send copies of packets to tap mode Service Functions.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of tap mode Service Function and their insertion into a Service Function Chain. The IDS Service Function receives copies of packets from the Service Function Forwarder.

4.3. Service Data Handling Use Cases

4.3.1. Dropping packets and closing flows

A Security Service Function may decide to drop the current packet or close a particular flow based on its inspection and scanning results, and the associated security policy.

A Service Function may drop packets without forwarding them out, or it may forward and mark such packets to be dropped by the Service Function Forwarder, referencing the flow by its flow ID in the SFC metadata.

A flow-close action usually needs to be taken by multiple stateful Service Functions, as well as the Service Function Forwarder and the Service Classifier, in order to clear their state for such a flow. Any subsequent packets of the closed flow are denied.
Figure 4 shows an example of closing a flow after SF-2 processes packet P. The flow close indication can be included in the packet or message returned from SF-2 to the Service Function Forwarder. The flow state update may be distributed to the Service Function Forwarder, Service Classifier and other Service Functions. The distribution mechanism is outside the scope of this document.

4.3.2. Service Function injected new packet

Security Service Functions may inject new packets into an existing flow in either direction. For example,

- "Web Proxy" inserts an HTTP page challenging the client to login, in order to obtain the client’s identity. This is in response to a packet (likely HTTP Request) but in the opposite direction of the flow.

- "Firewall" checks an idle TCP connection by sending TCP keepalives to the client and/or server (known as "TCP dead connection detection"). This is on existing flows but not responding to a prior packet.

- "Firewall" sends ICMP error message after dropping a packet. This is in response to the prior packet but on a new flow.
The Service Function or Service Classifier needs to conduct a lookup of the reverse Service Function Path and populate the NSH Service Path Header. The approaches described in [I-D.penno-sfc-packet] may be adopted to support this use case.

4.3.3. Service Function initiated connections

A Service Function may need to create its own connections that are not associated with any client connection. Use cases include probing of servers behind a web proxy. In such cases, there will be no existing metadata for the Service Function to use to establish this connection. Such connections should be classified just like any other connections traversing the Service Function Path, as there may be Service Functions that are required to perform operations such an NAT on such connections in order for it to reach its destination.

A Service Classifier-capable Service Function may conduct service classification to determine the Service Function Path for the Service Function initiated connection. It can add an NSH with the proper Service Path Headers to the packets, and the Service Function would be the first SF on the chain. Response traffic follows a reverse Service Function Path and terminates at the Service Function. The number of Service Path Identifiers increases with more Service Functions bearing such capability.

A Service Function may send native packets without NSH when it is not capable of service classification. Such traffic is handled by the Service Classifier, which will populate the traffic with the appropriate NSH.

4.3.4. Security classification results

Security Service Functions may generate security classification results (e.g. policy actions and inspection results) while processing the packet data. Certain actions such as packet drop and flow closure can be taken immediately.
However, Service Functions can choose not to take any action immediately. Instead, it may pass the classification results to the subsequent Service Functions or to a control point.

Security classification results may be carried in NSH metadata as a score value. The score can be relayed and refined by other Security Service Functions along the path. Figure 8 below depicts an example of accumulating the client’s score based on the Service Function’s classification result. The client’s reputation score is 6 as reported by the Service Function "Reputation", and the score is then passed to the next Service Function "Web Proxy" as the initial score for the connection. "Web Proxy" reduces the score to 3 after detecting access to a low reputation website. The Service Function "File Scanner" is involved due to the low score so far. After the "File Scanner" conducts scanning on the downloaded file and identifies it to be a malware, it updates the score to be -5 which is below the threshold for the connection to be blocked.
Figure 8: Security classification result with accumulated client score

Alternatively, each participating Service Function may send its own classification result to a central Service Function or control point for aggregation. Actions are then taken by a specific Service Function or control point based on the accumulated results. Figure 9 illustrates this option.
5. General Requirements

The above use cases lead to the following requirements for applying SFC to security traffic.

1. SFC MUST support the use of stateful Service Classifiers and Service Functions if present.

2. Service Classifiers MUST have the ability to classify forward and the corresponding reverse Service Function Paths.

3. SFC MUST support the use of Service Policies with network and application layer match criteria if supported by Service Classifier.

4. SFC MUST support Service Function Path update or selection of a new path by a Service Classifier in the middle of a flow.

5. SFC SHOULD allow packet frames carrying only L5 and upper layer traffic data without L2-L4 headers.

6. SFC MUST allow tap mode Service Functions.

7. SFC policies MUST support tap mode Service Functions.
8. SFC MUST support packet injection to the opposite direction of a Service Function Path.

9. SFC SHOULD support bypass of a Service Function in the middle of a connection while allowing necessary control packets to reach the Service Function.

6. Security Considerations

This document describes use cases for Security Service Functions to participate in SFC. There are cases such as picking up traffic from the middle of a packet stream or handling packets without L2-L4 headers. Security Service Functions must process those types of traffic properly and associate them with the appropriate internal state.

While each Security Service Function applies its own implementation to secure the internal data, communications between Service Functions need to be secured as well. Measures must be taken to ensure metadata such as security classifications carried in NSH is not tampered.
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1. Introduction

[I-D.ietf-sfc-oam-framework] provides a reference framework for SFC OAM and lists several OAM functions that help to monitor the SFC components. [I-D.penno-sfc-trace] describes a solution of SFC traceroute based on NSH header, but only a subset of the requirements provided in [I-D.ietf-sfc-oam-framework] are addressed. The goal of this draft is to provide solutions for the rest of the requirements and as well as analyze other potential issues.

2. Terminology

The reader should be familiar with the terms contained in [I-D.ietf-sfc-architecture], [I-D.ietf-sfc-oam-framework], [I-D.ietf-sfc-nsh] and [I-D.penno-sfc-trace].

3. SFC Trace

In [I-D.ietf-sfc-oam-framework], four requirements on the SFC trace function are provided:

- Ability to trigger action from every transit device on the tested layer towards an SF or through an SFC, using TTL (Time To Live) or other means.

- Ability to trigger every transit device to generate response with OAM code(s) on the tested layer towards an SF or through an SFC, using TTL or other means.
The first two requirements are met and solved in [I-D.penno-sfc-trace], but the third and fourth requirements are not yet addressed.

Besides these two requirements, there are several issues that need to be analyzed, such as reporting SFF information, TTL-agnostic solution, etc. These issues are further described in the following sub-sections of this document.

3.1. Skip Unsupported SFs

As stated above, the SFC trace function is preferred to skip unsupported SF while tracing. The current solution depends on the SF to provide this information. This means that if the SF will not support the SFC trace function, then no information will be reported back. The result is similar to an error situation, and may disrupt the optimal control plane operation.

One possible solution is to move all trace related functionalities to the SFF, without making any assumptions on the SF for supporting the trace functionality. If the SF does not support the trace function, then the SFF can provide additional information, such as the IP address of the SF instead.

3.2. ECMP Support

When ECMP is deployed, there can be multiple rendered service paths corresponding to one service path. One trace packet can only traverse one of the rendered service path and trigger reports along that path. Furthermore, trace packets sent at different time may follow different rendered service path, which makes it harder to monitor the overall situation of the service path.

To fulfill the need of "discover and traverse all ECMP paths ", one possible solution for the SFF is to broadcast the trace packet to all possible next hops. To identify the exact rendered service path that the packet traversed, information needs to be recorded in the trace packet. The most straightforward way is to add each SF/SFF's information, e.g., name, to the packet. However, uncontrolled broadcasting can generate a significant amount of traffic on the data plane, which may impact the normal forwarding of the service traffic. Using TTL-agnostic solutions can help to reduce the number of broadcasting packets. More study is needed on this topic, but it is considered to be out of the scope of this document.

3.3. Reporting SFF Information

Providing information of SFFs can help identifying errors on the service path in situations like locating the place where forwarding errors occurred, detecting loops, etc.
3.4. TTL-agnostic Solution

Because NSH is not containing a TTL field, the SFC trace function does not necessarily need to follow a traditional TTL based trace solution. In other words, the trace can be done by sending one trace packet to trigger every traversed SFF to send reports of SFs and/or SFFs along the traversed path.

3.5. Sending Report Message to OAM Controller

The SFC OAM control plane can be centralized or distributed. In the centralized case, the trace report packet can be forwarded to the control plane directly. In the distributed case, however, the OAM control entity may not be directly connected with the SFF, so a dedicated control path or a reverse path is needed to forward the report packet.

3.6. More Command Parameters

Information like service path ID, starting service index, and report address are needed to perform a trace. As described in the above sub-sections, there are many aspects impacting the behavior of a particular trace process. They all can be captured as trace command parameters. The following list gives several command parameters that are worth to be taken into consideration:

- service path identification
- starting service index
- Service Index Limit (SIL, described in Section 3.7)
- report destination IP address and port
- report object: sending report of SF, SFF or both
- ECMP support
- number of queries to send per hop
- time to wait for a response/report
- number of queries that can be sent out simultaneously
- time interval between sending queries

3.7. Basic SFC Trace Header

The trace headers shown in Figure 1 (Trace Request Header) and in Figure 2 (Trace Report Header) are used as a basis for the SF trace operation described in the following sections.
Figure 1: Trace Request Header

Trace Msg Type: 1 for Trace Request and 2 for Trace Report
SIL: Service Index Limit: At least one less than the Starting Index
LSI: Last Service Index, record the service index of the last service function which processed the packet, default value is the starting SI
Number Index (NI): number of hops the packet has traversed, default value is 0
Reserved Flags: can be used to indicate the function blocks that need to send reports, whether uses ECMP, etc.
Dest Port: The trace report must be sent to this destination Port

Dest IP: the trace report must be sent to this destination IP address, IPv6 format.

Next Hop Len: The length of Next Hop Info in 4-byte words. The field only exists when needed.

Next Hop Info: A string that records the identification of the next hop, e.g., name, IP address, etc. The field only exists when needed.
SF Info Len: The SF Info length in 4-byte words. This field is omitted when reporting an SFF.

SF Info: A string that represents the identification of an SF. This field is omitted when reporting an SFF.

SFF Info Len: The SFF Info length in 4-byte words. This field is omitted when reporting an SF.

SFF Info: A string that represents the identification of an SFF. This field is omitted when reporting an SFF.

4. Service Function Behavior

As stated in 3.1, in order to skip unsupported SFs the trace functionalities is moved to the SFFs. In this situation, the SF only needs to have the ability to process the NSH and no assumption is made on whether the SF is supporting the trace function.
When an SF receives a trace packet, it performs the following actions:

1. Decrement Service Index in NSH
2. (Only conducted when trace function is supported) If Service Index is equal to the Services Index Limit, replace the Next Hop Info field with its identification information
3. Send packet back to SFF

5. Service Function Forwarder Behavior

The trace functionality is mainly implemented in the SFF. Section 5.1 describes the basic behavior of the SFF. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 describe the changes to the SFF default behavior, assuming either that the SFF information reporting is enabled or by adopting the TTL-agnostic solution.

5.1. Skip Unsupported SFs

When an SFF receives a trace request packet, it performs the following actions:

1. Checking if the trace packet should be dropped
2. If SI is 1 greater than SIL, and if LSI is greater than SI, the SFF will add the Next Hop Info field to the trace header with its next hop information. If SI is 1 greater than SIL, and if LSI is equal to SI, the SFF will overwrite the Next Hop Info field in the header.

   NOTE: This assumes that the SFF cannot identify whether the next hop is an SF or an SFF. If the SFF can identify the type of the next hop, it can then add the Next Hop Info field to the trace header until finding the SI is 1 greater than SIL and the next hop is an SF.

3. If LSI is greater than SI, change the LSI to be equal to SI.
4. Forward the trace packet to the next hop

If at least one of the following conditions is met, the trace packet will be dropped and a trace report packet is generated:

- the SI is equal or less than SIL
- the SFF cannot find the next hop to forward the packet
- the SI is equal to zero
The following steps are applied to generate a trace report packet:

i. Fill in the NSH header with proper values

ii. Copy the information from the trace request header to the trace report header. (The Next Hop Info field’s information will be copied to SF Info field.)

iii. Change the Trace Msg Type field to 2 (Trace Report).

5.2. Reporting SFF Information

As described in Section 5.1, a trace request packet will only trigger one report packet which contains the information of the last hop SF. To completely monitor a service path, several trace request packets are needed. When reporting SFF information, similar behavior is needed to avoid redundant reports of SFFs, i.e., a trace request packet will only trigger report packets generated on SFFs between the last hop SF and the second last hop SF.

Compared to the default behavior described in Section 5.1, only the step 2 is changed when an SFF receives a trace request packet:

o) If SI is 1 greater than SIL, and if LSI is greater than SI, the SFF will add information of the next hop to the trace header. If SI is 1 greater than SIL, and if LSI is equal to SI, the SFF will overwrite next hop information in the header, increase NI and trigger an SFF report.

The NI field is used to record the order of the report packets, which helps to sequence the reports in the control plane.

The following steps are taken when an SFF report is triggered:

1. Fill in the NSH header with proper values

2. Copy the information from the trace request header to the trace report header except for the Next Hop Info field (if it exists).

3. Add the SFF Info Len and SFF Info fields to the report header with the SFF’s identification information

4. Change the Trace Msg Type field to 2 (Trace Report).

5.3. TTL-agnostic Solution

As described in Section 3.4, when using TTL-agnostic solution, only one trace request packet is needed to conduct a complete trace process.

Compared to the default behavior described in Section 5.1, only the step 2 is changed when an SFF receives a trace request packet:
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- If LSI is greater than SI, the SFF will add information of the next hop to the trace header, increase NI and trigger an SF report

- If LSI is equal to SI, the SFF will overwrite next hop information in the header, increase NI and trigger an SFF report

In this scenario the Next Hop Len and Next Hop Info fields are always needed in the trace header, except in the situation that the SFF can identify the type of the next hop. In that situation, the two fields are only needed when the next hop is an SF and when its ID needs to be added to the trace header by the SFF.

The report packet generation process is similar to the ones described in Section 5.2 and 5.3.

6. IANA Considerations

IANA considerations are needed for the registration of (1) OAM Protocol Type and (2) OAM protocol Message type.

7. Security Considerations

To be done.
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